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APPENDIX D - DATA PROCESSING USER'S GUIDE 
This appendix is divided into three sections. The 
first section contains abstracts of each of the eight com-
puter programs in the system, instructions for keypunching 
the three input documents, and computer operating instruc-
tions pertaining to each program. The second section con-
tains system flowcharts for the entire system as well as 
program flowcharts for each program. The last section con-
tains PL/l program listings of each program. 
PROGRAM ABSTRACTS, KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS, 
AND COMPUTER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
Program abstracts and computer operating instructions 
are given in this section for the eight computer programs 
which make up the information system for county equipment 
cost records. They are presented in the order in which the 
programs are to be executed: DIRECT, INDCOST, STCHNGE, 
UPDATEM, MAIN, CTYSUMRY, MFGAGE, and UPDATE. Keypunch 
instructions are also included for input data associated 
with programs DIRECT, INDCOST and STCHNGE, which are the 
only programs processing county supplied data. 
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Abstract for Program DIRECT 
1. Purpose: To sort and edit the Direct Cost Summary Cards. 
2. Procedure: Program DIRECT is a two-step job. The first 
step is a utility sort routine which sorts the input 
cards by county number and equipment number. The sec-
ond step performs reasonableness checks of the input 
cards on the county field, the month field, the year 
field, and the remaining data fields taken collectively. 
Records without errors are written to a disk output file. 
Input records containing errors are grouped by county 
and recorded on printed output. 
3. Configuration: IBM 370/145 
One Card Reader 
One Printer 
Six to Eight Cylinders of IBM 3330 
Disk Space 
4. Source Language: PL/l 
5. Limitations: None 
6. Running Time: Approximately five minutes CPU time 
7. Additional Remarks: After running DIRECT, a check 
should be made of the error report to eliminate errors 
associated with keypunching and local data processing. 
If such errors are found, corrections should be made 
and DIRECT should be rerun prior to running MAIN. 
Error listings associated with county input are return-
ed to the counties with the other output from the 
system. 
8. Subroutines: None 
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Keypunch Instructions for Program DIRECT 

























Tires and Tubes Cost 
Expendable Parts Cost 
Repair Parts Cost 
Labor Cost 
Mileage or Hours 
Down Time in Hours 


















Special Instructions: Use left zero capability on all 
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numeric fields when setting up drum card. A sample Direct 
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ANTI- TIRES, EXPENDABLE REPAIR 
FREEZE TUBES PARTS PARTS 
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Computer Operating Instructions for Program DIRECT 
Frequency of Run: Annually 
Region: lOOK 
Source Language: PL/l 
Run Time: Approximately five minutes CPU time 
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Job Description: Sorts and edits Direct Cost Summary Cards, 
prints list of invalid input cards, writes 
correct input data to disk file. 
Printer Used: Yes Punch Used: No 
Printer Forms: Wide stock forms with standard alignment and 
standard carriage control tape. 
Sort Sequence: Card Positions 1-11, CR, A 
Data Sets: 
DDNP._ME 
Step l SORTIN 
SORTO UT 






















Abstract for Program INDCOST 
1. Purpose: To sort and edit the Indirect Cost Cards. 
2. Procedure: Program INDCOST is a two-step job. The 
first step is a utility sort routine which sorts the 
input cards by county number. The second step performs 
reas.onableness checks of the input cards on the county 
field and the remaining data fields taken collectively. 
Records without errors are written to a disk output file. 
Input records containing errors are listed on printed 
output. 
3. Configuration: IBM 370/145 
One Card Reader 
One Printer 
One to Two Tracks of IBM 3330 Disk 
Space 
4. Source Language: Pl/l 
5. Limitations: None 
6. Running Time: Approximately one minute CPU time 
7. Additional Remarks: After running INDCOST, a check 
should be made of the error report to eliminate errors 
associated with keypunching and local data processing. 
If such errors are found, corrections should be made 
and INDCOST should be rerun prior to running MAIN. 
Error listings associated with county input are returned 
to the counties with the other output from the system. 
8. Subroutines: None 
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Keypunch Instructions for Program INDCOST 
Input Document: Indirect Cost Form 
Card Alpha-
Columns Field Name Numeric numeric 
1-3 County Number x 
4-10 Salaries-Supervisory x 
Employees 
11-17 Salaries-Clerical Employees x 
18-24 Utilities x 
25-31 Building Depreciation, x 
Maintenance, Rental 
32-37 Shop Equipment Depreciation x 
38-43 Replacement of Expendable x 
Shop Tools 
44-49 Offices Supplies x 
50-56 Cost of Moving Equipment x 
57-63 Equipment Insurance x 
Special Instructions: Use left zero capability on all nu-
meric fields when setting up drum card. A sample Indirect 
Cost Form appears on the next page. 
i 
18 I • I I 
25 I .. I 
32 I " I 
38 I • I 
44 I I 
50 I I 
57 I T 
ICF- No. 6 
7-75 
iNDiRECT COST FORM D-9 
COUNTY NAME _______ _ 
DATE----------~ 
COUNTY NUMBER 
SALARIES AND EXPENSES OF SUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES NOT 
DIRECTLY EMPLOYED IN SERVICING OR REPAIRING 
EQUIPMENT 
SALARIES OF CLERICAL EMPLOYEES ENGAGED IN ACCOUNTING 
AND PREPARING REPORTS FOR EQUIPMENT. 
SHOP STORAGE AND MISCELLANEOUS OVERHEAD COSTS 
RELATING TO EQUIPMENT CARE AND HANDLING: 
a) UTILITIES 
b) SHOP AND OFFICE BUILDING DEPRECIATION, 
MAINTENANCE AND/ OR RENTAL 
c} DEPRECIATION OF SHOP EQUIPMENT 
d) REPLACEMENT COST OF EXPENDABLE SHOP TOOLS 
e) OFFICE SUPPLIES 
f ) COST OF MOVING EQUIPMENT 
g) EQUIPMENT INSURANCE 
Computer Operating Instructions for Program INDCOST 
Frequency of Run: Annually 
Region: lOOK 
Source Language: PL/l 
Run Time: Approximately one minute CPU time 
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Job Description: Sorts and edits Indirect Cost Cards, 
prints list of invalid input cards, writes 
correct data to disk file. 
Printer Used: Yes Punch Used: No 
Printer Forms: Wide stock forms with standard alignment and 
standard carriage control tape. 
Sort Sequence: Card Positions 1-3, CH, A 
Data Sets: 
DDNAME DSNAME T/D/C/P I/O DISP LRECL 
Step 1 SORTIN * C I 
SORTOUT &&ICOST D 0 NEW,PASS 80 
Step 2 ICOST ICOSTl D 0 NEW,KEEP 63 




Abstract for Program STCHNGE 
1. Purpose: To sort and edit the Equipment Status Change 
Cards. 
2. Procedure: Program STCHNGE is a two-step job. The first 
step is a utility sort routine which sorts the input 
cards by county number, equipment number, and card type. 
The second step first reads in from cards the 55 equip-
ment class codes and descriptions. It then performs 
reasonableness checks on all three cards of each equip-
ment status change record. Input records containing 
errors are grouped by county and listed on printed out-
put. Input records without errors have the appropriate 
district number and equipment class description inserted 
in the record with the record then written to a disk 
output file. 
3. Configuration: IBM 370/145 
One Card Reader 
One Printer 
Three to Four Cylinders of IBM 3330 
Disk Space 
4. Source Language: PL/l 
5. Limitations: None 
6. Running Time: Approximately two minutes CPU time 
7. Additional Remarks: After running STCHNGE, a check 
should be made of the error report to eliminate errors 
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associated with keypunching and local data processing. 
If such errors are found, corrections should be made and 
STCHNGE should be rerun prior to running UPDATEM. Error 
listings associated with county input are returned to 
the counties with other output from the system. 
8. Subroutines: None 
( 
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Keypunch Instructions for Program STCHNGE 
Card 1 
Input Document: Equipment Status Change Form 
Card Alpha-
Columns Field Name Numeric numeric 
1-3 County Number x 
4-11 Equipment Number x 
12 Card Type x 
13-14 District x 
15-16 Class Code x 
17-36 Class Description x 
37-39 Manufacturer Code Number x 
40-41 Year Equipment Manufactured x 
42-55 Make and Model Description x 
56-69 Manufacturer's Serial Number x 
70-72 Wheelbase x 
73-78 Date Purchased x 
Keyp~~ch Instructions for Program STCHNGE 
Card 2 






















Type of Engine 
Engine Make & Model 
Description 
Engine Manufacturer Code 
Rated Horsepower 
Number of Cylinders in 
Engine 
Transmission Type 
Dealer Purchased From 
Original Purchase Cost 
Salvage Value 
Book Value 
Sold, Junked or Traded Code 





















I~eypunch Instructions for Program STCHNGE 
Card 3 
Input Document: Equipment Status Change Form 
Card Alpha-
Columns Field Name Numeric numeric 
1-3 County Number x 
4-11 Equipment Number x 
12 Card Type x 
13-18 Miles or Hours-Life x 
19-25 Fuel Cost-Life x 
26-31 Lubricant Cost-Life x 
32-37 Tires and Tubes Cost-Life x 
38-43 Expendable Parts Cost-Life x 
44-48 Antifreeze Cost-Life x 
49-55 Parts Cost-Life x 
56-62 Labor Cost-Life x 
63-69 Indirect Cost-Life x 
Special Instructions: All three cards must be keypunched. 
Use left zero capability on all numeric fields when setting 
up drum card. Blank numeric fields may be skipped, rather 
than filled with all zeros. A sample Equipment Status Change 
Form appears .on the next page. 
EQUIPMENT STATUS CHANGE FORM 
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I 1._...._..__,I COUNTY NUMBER COUNTY NAME~~~~~~~~~~ 
41 I I I I I J EQUIPMENT NUMBER DATE~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ESCF- No. I 
7-'75 
12 W CARD TYPE I 
13 t DISTRICT 
151 CLASS CODE 
17 1...I _._-1-._I ...1!__._! ...;IL.....J.1__._1 __.!__._!_._,I ,_,!._-·..._!_._I _,!__._!_._..__..__,I CLASS DESCRIPTION 
37._J _.__...__.! MANUFACTURER CODE NUMBER 
401 YEAR EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED 
421 I I I I I I I I I I I I MAKE ANO MODEL DESCRIPTION 
561 I I. I I I I I I I I I · I MANUF'ACTURER1S SERIAL NUMBER 
701.._ ...._.....__.!WHEELBASE IN INCHES 
731 · I I I I DATE PURCHASEO-MMDDYY 
12 ~CARD TYPE 2 
i3LJ TYPE OF ENGINE- GAS {G) OR DIESEL (0) 
14 J I I I I I I I I I I I I . I ENGINE MAKE AND MODEL DESCRIPTION 
281 I ENGINE MANUFACTURER CODE 
301 I !RATED HORSEPOWER 
331 I I NUMBER OF CYLINDERS IN ENGINE 
35LJ TRANSMISSION TYPE- AUTOMATIC (A) OR STANDARD (S) 
361 I I I I I I I I I DEALER PURCHASED FROM 
481 I T I I ORIGINAL PURCHASE COST 
561 t I I SALVAGE VALUE 
631 I I I T I I BOOK VALUE 
71LJSOLD, JUNKED, OR TRADED COOE-(S) (J)(T) 
721 I I I I I I DATE SOLD, JUNKED OR TRADED - MM DD YY 
' . 
12 @.J CARD TYPE 3 
131 I I l MILES OR HOURS-LIFE 
19 I I T I I FUEL COST 
261 f I LUBRICANT COST- LIFE 
321 T I TIRES AND TUBES COST-LIFE 
38! r I EXPENDABLE PARTS cosr- LIFE 
441 t I ANTI FREEZE COST- LI FE 
49j t I REPAIR PARTS COST- LIFE 
561 I I LABOR COST- LIFE 




Computer Operating Instructions for Program STCHNGE 
Frequency of Run: Annually 
Region: lOOK 
Source Language: PL/l 
Run Time: Approximately two minutes CPU time 
Job Description: Sorts and edits Equipment Status Change 
Cards, prints list of invalid input cards, 
combines the three input cards per piece 
of equipment into one logical record, and 
writes correct input data to disk file. 
Also reads in list of class codes and des-
criptions from cards and places proper 
description in each equipment status change 
record, 
Printer Used: Yes Punch Used: No 
Printer Forms: Wide stock forms with standard alignment and 
standard carriage control tape. 
Sort Sequence: Card Positions 1-12, CH, A 
Data Sets: 




















Abs_~1::.'.1.':.t for Program UPDATEM 
1. Purpose: To add new equipment records to the equipment 
master file, to correct master file records which have 
been found to contain incorrect data, to flag records 
of equipment disposed of, to calculate the total book 
value of all equipment for each county, and to print 
out an inventory listing of all equipment in each county. 
2. Procedure: Records are read from the equipment master 
file (a tape file saved from the previous year's pro-
cessing) and from the equipment status change record 
file created in program STCHNGE. Equipment status 
change records which do not match any master file record 
are added to the master file while matching records are 
corrected or flagged for later deletion. 
While the program is adding records to the master file 
and updating others, it also calculates the total book 
value of all equipment for each county. A disk output 
file is constructed containing records for each county. 
These records contain the county number and the total 
book value of all county equipment recorded in the master 
file. 
Printed output is also provided giving an inventory list-
ing by county of each piece of equipment held in the 
master file. 
3. Configuration: IBM 370/145 
One Printer 
One Tape Drive 
Approximately Eight Cylinders of IBM 
3330 Disk Space 
4. Source Language: PL/l 
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5. Limitations: Cannot be run until after STCHNGE has been 
run. The first time the system is run, a dummy equip-
ment master file with only an EOF marker must have been 
created. 
6. Running Time: Approximately five minutes CPU time. 
7. Additional Remarks: Two copies of the printed output 
are to be produced for county use. 
8. Subroutines: No external procedures. 
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Computer Operating Instructions for Program UPDATEM 
Frequency of Run: Annually 
Region: lOOK 
Source Language: PL/l 
Run Time: Approximately five minutes CPU time 
Job Description: Reads master file and equipment status 
change record file. Attempts to match 
records from these files by county number 
and equipment number. Matching records 
cause master file to be updated. Non-
matching equipment status change records 
are added to master file. Total equipment 
book value is calculated by county and 
written to disk output file. A printed 
inventory listing of all equipment by 
county is produced. 
Printer Used: Yes Punch Used: No 
Printer Forms: Wide stock forms with standard alignment and 
standard carriage control tape. Make two 
copies of printed output. 
Data Sets: 
DDNAME DSNAME .T/D/C/P I/O DISP LRECL 
EQMAST EQMASTl T I OLD,KEEP 300 
NEQMAST EQMAST2 D 0 NEW,KEEP 300 
STCHNG SCHANGE! D I OLD,DELETE 199 
BKVALU BKVALUl D 0 NEW,KEEP 13 
SYSPRINT 
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Abstract for Program MAIN 
1. Purpose: To update all master file records with the 
past year's direct and indirect cost data, to calculate 
cost data, to calculate the past year's and lifetime 
costs per mile/hour for each piece of equipment, and to 
produce a detailed printed output for all equipment by 
county and equipment classes showing direct costs, in-
direct costs, and cost per mile/hour figures for the 
past year and for the equipment's lifetime. 
2. Procedure: MAIN is a three step job. The first step 
updates the master file, the second step is a utility 
sort to sort the master file into the appropriate se-
quence for the printed output, which is then produced in 
the third step. 
The first step reads the records from the indirect cost 
record file and the total book value file created by 
INDCOST and UPDATEM, respectively, and places the con-
tents of the records read into arrays. Next, records 
are read from the master file created in UPDATEM and the 
direct cost summary records file created in DIRECT. The 
program logic attempts to match records from these two 
files by county number and equipment number. All master 
file records which are matched by a corresponding direct 
cost summary record are updated. The past year's direct 
costs from the direct cost summary record are entered in-
D-22 
to the master file record and the lifetime direct costs 
are updated. A portion of the county's total indirect 
equipment costs are allocated to each piece of equipment 
I 
based upon the ratio of each piece's book value to the 
county's total equipment book value. The current book 
value of each piece of equipment is then updated through 
an appropriate depreciation calculation. 
If a match does not occur between the master file record 
and the direct cost summary record, a printed listing of 
the nonmatching record is produced. Most of the list-
ings in this output will stem from using an incorrect 
equipment number or county number on the direct cost 
summary form, or not submitting a direct cost summary 
form for a piece of equipment currently on the master 
file. 
The second step of MAIN is a utility sort routine. The 
existing master file is sorted by county number and 
equipment number within the county number. The output 
desired from MAIN is classified by county, equipment 
class, and the equipment number. Therefore, the sort 
is necessary to get all pieces of equipment for each 
county into their proper equipment class so class totals 
can be calculated and printed along with the individual 
listings for each piece of equipment in each equipment 
class. 
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The third step of MAIN calculates total direct cost for 
each record for the past year and for the equipment's 
lifetime. Cost per mile/hour figures are then calculat-
ed. 
Equipment class and county totals are accummulated, both 
for the past year's costs as well as for lifetime costs. 
Output is produced by county and equipment class showing 
detailed cost breakdowns for each piece of equipment for 
the past year's costs as well as for lifetime costs. 
Equipment class and county totals are also shown. 
3. Configuration: IBM 370/145 
One Printer 
Six to Eight Cylinders of IBM 3330 Disk 
Space 
4" Source Langttage: PI1/l 
5. Limitations: Cannot be run until DIRECT, INDCOST, and 
UPDATEM have been run. 
6. Running Time: Approximately 30 minutes CPU time. 
7. Additional Remarks: Two copies of the printed output are 
to be produced for county use. 
8. Subroutines: No external procedures. 
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Computer Operating Instructions for Program MAIN 
Frequency of Run: Annually 
Region: lOOK 
Source Language: PL/l 
Run Time: Approximately 30 minutes CPU time 
Job Description: Reads equipment master file, direct cost 
Printer Used: Yes 
summary file, indirect cost record file, 
total book value file, and updates master 
file records from matching direct cost 
summary reyords producing updated equip-
ment mastet file. Sorts updated equipment 
master file, produces detailed printed 
cost figures on all equipment records in 
master file by county and equipment class; 
Punch Used: No 
Printed Forms: Wide stock forms with standard alignment and 
standard carriage control tape. Make two 
copies of printed output. 
Sort Sequence: Record Positions 1-3, CH, A; 14-15, CH, A; 
6-13, CH, A 
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Data Sets: 
DD NAME DSNAME T/D/C/P I/O DISP LRECL 
step l SEQMAST EQMAST2 D I OLD,DELETE 300 
TEQMAST EQMAST3 D 0 NEW,PASS 300 
BKVALU BKVALUl D I OLD,DELETE 13 
INDCOST ICOSTl D I OLD,DELETE 63 
DIRCOST DCOSTl D I OLD,DELETE 65 
SY SPRINT 
Ste12 2 SORT IN *STEPl.GO.TEQMAST D I OLD,KEEP 300 
SORTO UT &&SMAST D 0 NEW,PASS 300 
Ste12 3 FEQMAST *.STEP2.SORT.SORTOUT D I OLD,DELETE .300 
YRDIR p 0 132 
YR TOT p 0 132 
LIFEDIR p 0 132 
LIFETOT p 0 132 
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Abstract for Program CTYSUMRY 
1. Purpose: To produce past year and lifetime cost per 
mile/hour averages for each equipment class by districts 
and counties. 
2. Procedure: Program CTYSUMRY is a two-step job. The first 
step sorts the master file produced in MAIN by equipment 
class, district, and county number. The second step 
reads records from the sorted file produced in step one. 
It keeps running totals of total direct costs, pieces of 
equipment, and miles/hours. When the equipment class, 
district number, or county number of the record just 
read differs from the previous record, the appropriate 
average cost per mile/hour calculations are made, the 
averages are printed, and appropriate running totals are 
reset to zero. 
3. Configuration: IBM 370/145 
One Printer 
Six to Eight Cylinders of IBM 3330 Disk 
Space 
4. Source Language: PL/l 
5. Limitations: Cannot be run until MAIN has produced an 
appropriate master file. One hundred copies must be 
produced if all counties are to receive output. 
6. Running Time: Approximately 10 minutes CPU time. 
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7. Additional Remarks: Make 100 copies of printed output. 




CompJ.!_ter Operating Instructions for Program CTYSUMRY 
Frequency of Run: Annually 
Region: lOOK 
Source Language: PL/l 
Run Time: Approximately 10 minutes CPU time. 
Job Description: Sorts master file, produces past year 
and lifetime cost per mile/hour averages 
for each equipment class by districts and 
counties. 
Printer Used: Yes Punch Used: No 
Printer Forms: Wide stock forms with standard alignment and 
standard carriage control tape. Make 100 
copies. 




























1. Purpose: To produce past year and lifetime cost per 
mile/hour averages for five age groups in each equip-
ment class by manufacturer. 
2. Procedure: Program MFGAGE is a two-step job. The first 
step sorts the master file produced in MAIN by equipment 
class and manufacturer. The second step reads records 
from the sorted file produced in step one. This step 
keeps running totals of total direct costs, pieces of 
equipment, and miles/hours. After each record is read, 
the age of the piece of equipment contained on that 
record is calculated, and the direct costs and miles/ 
hours on the record are added to the appropriate age 
grouping. Cost per mile/hour calculations are made and 
output produced whenever the current and past records 
have differing equipment class codes or manufacturer 
codes. 
3. Configuration: IBM 370/145 
One Printer 
Six to Eight Cylinders of IBM 3330 Disk 
Space 
4. Source Language: PL/l 
5. Limitations: Cannot be run until MAIN has produced an 
appropriate master file. One hundred copies must be 
produced if all counties are to receive output. 
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6. Running Time: Approximately 12 minutes CPU time. 
7. Additional Remarks: Make 100 copies of printed output. 
8. Subroutines: None 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Computer Operating Instructions for Program MFGAGE 
Frequency of Run: Annually 
Region: lOOK 
Source Language: PL/l 
Run Time: Approximately 12 minutes CPU time 
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Job Description: Sorts master file, produces past year and 
lifetime averages cost per mile/hour for 
five groups in each equipment class by 
manufacturer. 
Printer Used: Yes Punch Used: No 
Printer Forms: Wide stock forms with standard alignment and 
standard carriage control tape. Make 100 
copies. 































Abstract for Program UPDATE 
1. Purpose: To delete records of equipment disposed of in 
the past year from the master file and to produce a 
printed listing by county of the deleted records. 
2. Procedure: Program UPDATE reads the master file created 
in MAIN. All records to be deleted were flagged for de-
letion by program UPDATEM by setting a flag in the dis-
posal method field. All records with the disposal method 
field set to S, J, or Tare removed from the master file 
and listed by county on the printer. The master file 
produced is written on magnetic tape and will be used as 
input in the year to follow. 
3. Configuration: IBM 370/145 
One Printer 
One Tape Drive 
Three to Four Cylinders of IBM 3330 
Disk Space 
4. source Language: PL/l 
5. Limitations: Cannot be run until MAIN, CTYSUMRY, and 
MFGAGE have been run. 
6. Running Time: Approximately two minutes CPU time. 
7. Additional Remarks: The new master tape file produced 
must be labeled with the current year to avoid confus-
ing it with the previous year's master file. Make a 
back up magnetic tape copy of the new master file. 
8. Subroutines: None 
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Computer Operating Instructions for Program UPDATE 
Frequency of Run: Annually 
Region: lOOK 
Source Language: PL/l 
Run Time: Approximately two minutes CPU time 
Job Description: Deletes records of equipment disposed of 
in the past year from the master file, 
produces printed output of deleted rec-
ords, and writes new equipment master 
file to magnetic tape. 
Printer Used: Yes Punch Used: No 
Printer F6rms: Wide stock forms with standard alignment and 












I/O DISP LRECL 
I OLD,DELETE 300 
0 NEW,KEEP 300 
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FLOWCHARTS 
This section of Appendix D contains the system flow-
charts and the eight computer program flowcharts. The 
system flowcharts give the general system information flow. 
The computer program flowcharts show the specific flow of 
data processing in .each computer program. These program 
flowcharts correspond to the PL/l listings given in the 
next section. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS 
This section contains the computer program listing of 
each of the eight computer programs used in this system. 
All programs are written in the PL/l programming language. 
DIRECT, INDCOST, STCHNGE, CTYSUMRY, and MF.GAGE are two-step 
jobs, the first step being a sort performed by a utility 
sort program. MAIN is a three step job, the first step and 
third step are programs written in PL/l, with the second 
step being a utility sort program. The sort routine por-
tions of these programs are not given in these listings, 
however, the necessary sort sequences are given in each of 
the Computer Operating Instructions in the first section of 
this Appendix. 
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Listing of Program DIRECT 
ECCR: PR'lC CFTIONSl"A!NI; 
SHT LEVEL NEST 




















THIS PRJGP•~ READS !LL DIRECT COST su••IRY FORM CARCS, 
Ct-ECKS THE~ FC~ ERRCRS, A'ID OUTPUTS TKE CORRECT RECCRDS 
TG TfiE D!P:OCT CCST FILE. .ERRCRS F'lR E~CI- COUNTY ~RE 
LISTED. 
THIS PROGRM IS CNE CF EIGHT CO'IPUTER PPCGRAMS 
WHICH FIJR• THE "C<JMFUTER BASEC INFOR!!ATICN SYSTEM 
FCR c cu•ffy EQUI? MENT CCST RECCPOS •" 
WR!T'r EN BY 
SYSTE% DIVISION 
CCI.LEGE OF ENGINEERING·· 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ICWA 

























EctR: PR:JC OP11NlSl~AIN>; 

























OECLAPE sccosr ~IL!: RECQRO ~EQUEr<iIAL; 
CECL.b!=!: ER .. ~C~ F!XEC CEC{5) IN!TfO}; 
OEClARE FL>G FlX£C CEClSl l'lTl21; 
CECLARE LAST_C~TY_NC CH~R!3l IN!Tl'AO•); 
DCL l DlRECT _COST_SU~MARY_~ECORDSr 
2 C-CL:"lTY_i".:U"'BER Ct--i~P·(3)t 
2 EC!J!?FENT_NUMSER CHARC SJ, 
2 F_C."-iE, 
3 t-'Ct.JTH CHt.R(2lt 
3 YEAK CHIRIZl1 
2 DtRECT_COSTS C~tRl50l; 
OECL,RE CCCST Fll.E '>ECORD SSCUENTUL; 
DECLftnE CCLU~• REtl FIXED B!Nl15,0J; 
OECLA~E l C_DATE, 
2 c_vHR C~ARl2lt 
2 MCN_OIY CHARl4); 
ON ENCFILEISOCOSTI GO TO DONE; 
OPE t. Flt El SDCOSTI INPUT; 
OPcN FILE!DCOSTI CUTP~T; 






fCCR: PROC OPT!CNS(~AINI; 












































































































REAC FILE(SDCOSTI INTO lDIPECT_COST_SUMMARY_RECCRDSl; 
IF l_f.SY_CNTY_"!O ...,= COUNiY_NUt-18ER. 
THEK re: 
IF FLAG = 0 
T~FN PUT SKIP(3l EDIT !•NO ERRCRS FOUND'llXC51,Al; 
PU! PAG~ EDtTl •ERROR LISTING FOP. DIRECT COST SUMMARY FCRMS•, 
I - CCUNTY CODE •,COU"ITY_J\UMBERllCCLC32>,A,A,At3ll; 
PUi SK!P{.3): 
l! ST _CNTY _t~Q = CCUNTY_t..UMBER; 
FLAG = J; 
E!'~D; 
IF CGUNTY_'lU~3ER < '001' I CCUNTY_NUMSER > '099 1 
THE'l CO; 
PUT SKIP EDIT ( 'T~E FCLLGWlNG RECORD HAS AN ILLEGAL COUNTY CODE.' l 
IX!51,A); 
EPFDR = l; 
ENO; 
IF 1-tOt{'!'H > '12' 
TH~ er: 
Pl"( SKIP EDIT('THE FCLLCWI~G RECORD t-AS AN INVALID MONTH VALUE'I 
{X(5),A.); 
ER()OR = 1; 
EtJO; 
IF YEAR > C_YEAR 
THEN DO; 
PUT SKIP EDIT I •T~E FOLLOWING RECORD I-AS AN INVALID 'fEAP VALUE.• I 
IX!5l,Al: 
HF.OR = l; 
Et-.:D; 
COLUMN = VERIFYIDIRECT_COSTSt' 0123456789'1 + 15; 
IF COLUMN ~= 15 
THEN co; 
PIJT SKIP EDIT! •THE FOLLOWING RECORD HAS AN ILLEGAL CHAPACTER't 
• AT POSITION • ,cot.UMN, '• • 11x151tA,A,F121,A1; 
FFROR s 1; 
E~O; 
IF El>RCR • l 
THEN DC'; 
ELSE 
PU7 SKIP! 21 EDIT IDIRECT_COST_SUMMARY_RECORDS> CXl3 I. 151 Al; 
FUT SKlP(2); 
FLAG s l; 
ERFOR ~ O; 
END; 
WRITE FILE!DCOSTI FROM!OIRECT_COST_SUHHAR'f_RECOROSI; 














































































































































Listing of Program INDCOST 
... ·.-" 
t• EDIT I~OIRECT COST RECORDS •I 
SHT LEVEi.. ~EST 
l 
I* ECIT J~nlRECT CCST RECOR($ *I 




















TH! s PR'JGR.~~ READS t LL I ~or REC .. COST FCRMS, CHECKS 
THE~ FOR ERRORS, ANC OUTPUTS THE CORRECT PECOROS TO 
THE I 'O!RECT C'lST •ILEo ER~Ol'S FOR EAC~ COUNTY ARE 
LISI ED. 
THIS PR'JGR.0." IS ONE OF EIGHT CG~PUTER PROGRAMS 
W~!CH FOR" THE "CO~PUTER BASEC TNFOPMATION SYSTEM 
FCR C OU"iTY ECUI PM ENT C CST R ECCROS • n 
WR ITT EN SY 
SYSTE'1$ CtV!SION 
CCLLEGE CF E~GINEE~lNG 
THE <J>.:IVSPS!TY OF !CWA 


























1• ECIT INDIRECT CCST RECQRCS •I 
SH1 LE'<EL NEST 
2 1 DECLHE S!CC'ST •JL2 RfC%D !Eou:~THLr 
l !ND!RECT_CJST_RfCORD, 
2 CCU~lY_~U~~ER ChAR{3lt 
2 It~CIF;::f.i_CCSi CHf..P.(60); 
:; l DECL•RE !COST F!Lf REC~AD SECUENTl&L; 
4 1 DECL~RE COU~TY_CIJCE REH, FIXED B!'Hl5r0lt 
CCLU"N qot FIXED BIN[ 15,0l: 
5 l DECLARE !l!T_CNJY_NC CHAR!?l INIT!'AAA'l; 
6 l OECltFE ERR~R FiXEC CEC(5) INITlll~ 
1 l ON EKCFILEIS!CCSTl GC TO CC~E; 
s l OPEN FILEISICGSTI INPUT; 






,. ECIT INDIRECT COST RECDRCS *I 
































































































REAC FILECSICCSTI INTO (!'lCIRECT_COST_RECORDI; 
IF l/...ST_Ct-JT't_"~O .... : COUN'Tv_r-;u~B::R 
T~EN CO< 
IF EfRGR = 0 THEN P~T SKIP ECIT ('NC ERRC?S'l(Xl51,Al; 
PUT PAG~ fC!T !'ERROR l!STING FOR INCI~ECT COST FCRM•, 
CCUNTY CO DE 't COU,ffY_NUMBE!\ )(COLI 321 tAtAtA!O I ); 
PUT SKtPOI; 
Ei:;f:"_QP "" 0; 
u~r_unv_•;o • CCUNTY_~UMBER; 
ENO; 
IF CCUl:TY_NUM'lER < '001' I COUNTY_NUMBER > '099' 
ThE~ COUNTY_CCD~ = O; 
ELSE COUNTY_CODE = l; 
COtU,.,N __ = VfOIFY(INClREC'f_COST,.• 0123456789•» + '.!; 
IF COLUl'I; = 3 
T~EN IF C0~hTY_COCE = 0 
!HEN en; 
PIJT SKIP FCIT( 'THf FOLL CW !NG RECORD H~S AN ILLEGAL 't 
•CCLNTY CODE 'I (X(51tAr~.I; 
PUT SKIP EOITIINOtRECT_COST_~ECCROI IXllOltJtAl; 
EDROR. = l; 
f.tJD; 
ELSE D'.J; 
~"!TE FYLEIICDSTI FROM C!NC!RECT_CCST_RECOROI: 
ENO; 
ELSE IF CCUNTY_COCE • 0 
THEN DO; 
PUT SKI p EDIT! 'THE FCLLOW ING ~eccn HAS AN ILLEGH COUNTY •• 
•COCE MIC AN ILLEGAL Ct<ARftiCTER AT POSITICN 't 
COLLMNI IXC51,A,A,F12ll; 
PUT snP EDIT l!NC!REC)'_CCST_RECOROI IXllOl,A,AI: 
!=~~CR • l; 
ENO; 
ELSE CO; 
PUT SKJP EO!T!'THE FCLLOWING RECORC HS AN ILLEGAL '• 
'CrARACTER Al POSITICN •,COLU~NI IX!SltArAt Ft2) I; 
PUT SKIP ECIT!INCIRECT_COST_RECOROl IXClOltAtAI; 
ERROR• 1: 
Et~O; 
GO TC lllEXT; 
OCNE: 








Listing of Program STCHNGE 
St•: PRCC OPT!C~S(••INl; 
SHT LEVE<!.. NEST 
l 
l'. , l 
:; 1 
5-C~: PROC CPl!C'~lSl'<11t.!N); 
I* PRCGPPt S1ChNGE •I 
I* THIS PQ'".lGRf.1J C:D!TS ECUIP1"2N"!' STATLS Ct-.t.t-:Gf CARCSe •/ 
I* I~V~LID l~F~T C•RD~ ARE LISTED GN PRI~TER OUTPUT. */ 
I* Tt-E THR~c !~PUT CARC!; PER PIECE OF ECU!P~ENT ARE CC•eINEC *I 
I* th.10 Of\'.: LOG!.CAL RECORD b.N::l ~F:lY7E~ TC A~ OUIPUi F!tEe *I 
I* Tt-IS PR'lGPA~ 15 CNF CF EIGHT CCMPUTER PROGRAM$ ~~!Ct- FORM •I 
I* THE "CO'<PUT'OR B~SED !NFCR~AT!CN SYSTE~ FOR COUNTY ECUIP"IENT •/ 










CCLLEGE DF ENGINEERING 
THE U'll VH SITY OF 1 CWA 
l'JWA CITY, IOWA 
JULY 1975 
DECLARE THE STRllCTU~ES TO HOLC THE INFUT CAROS 
OECLl,F.E TSC "l•,E RFCCRO SECUEt.'TIA1 t 
l C'PDlt 
2 rnuhTY_hU"6ER CrAP(3lt 
2 EOU!PVE~T-~u~se~ Cf..l~P<S>, 
2 (c.~C_{YPS:l CHARI lit 
2 ct.,;i')IC1' Cri,Rl2lt 
2 Cl ,•.ss_<:CDE CHl:P(2J, 
2 ClASS_DESCRIPTION C~Af'< 20 It 
2 H/-~)!JFtiCTIJf,fR_C0CE CHARl3l, 
2 YE'~-~Q_M~NUF~CTUPED CH,H(2lt 
2 M' K E_'<CCEl._SER I AL_NC CHIP (28 l, 
2 ¥.H1: t=L SAS!: C~foRl31t 
2 DATE_PU?.CHASEO, 
3 "'ICNTH CHHl2lt 
3 DAY CHA0(21t 
3 YE~~ CHAf 12), 
2 Fl Lt.ER Ct-AR!2l: 
OE CLAR( 
l CARD2, 
2 CTY_NJ_EQ_NO CH'.R(lll, 
2 ( ... PC_TYFEZ C:l-'.~R {l ), 
2 TYP~-~F_ENGINE C f.hP (l ) t 
2 fNGIN~---~KF.jl!'lDEL_osc CH~fll41t 
2 FNG_""AF_t:"'lDE CHR(2lt 
2 PATEO_HC~SEPOWER CHtr(3), 
2 Wl_CYL I1'CERS C f<AP! 2 l, 
2 TRIN'$_ YyPf Ct<~P(ll, 
2 CIJMP~!IY_PlJR_FROM CHAI' I l21t 
2 CflST_VALUE C~AR (231, 
2 CHNG_STAiUS_CODE CHAR(l It 
2 CATE_CrNG_STATUSt 
3 MC>JTH CHAR(21t 













s'cR: PROC CPTlChSIMHN); 





















S~•·: FRCC OPT!CNS(~AJ~l; 

























I* CECL'-'E Tf-E SiRvCTURE TO HOLD -;HE OUTPUT RECORD 
*' OECLIRE SC~J\•G° Fl•.E RECORC SECUENY!n, 
l STATUS_Cr'"<CE_PECrJ•D, 
2 cnvti...,.Y_f\U'.-O:BEfl CI-IP !3 lt 
2 EOU!P~~~T-~UMSE~ CHq8) 1 
? r!SiRTC1 Cr<AP(2lt 
2 C'-~SS_'..CJE CH.et-(2it 
2 C~tS~_CESCR!PTION CH.~P!ZOl, 
2 ~p·~uF~CTUReP_~ODE c1-•ro1, 
2 Yl.:1.~_:;o_~."·Nl!F\CTU~EO CH.\F(2), 
2 ~'-KE_~ccet_SFRJAL_NO CI-APP 8 )1 
2 h'H!:=.LSASE CH~"l3J 9 
2 CATF_DVRC~ASEDt 
3 "C""~~H C 1-M t 21 1 
3 C!.Y CH>~ t2l 1 
3 Yf 1.Q. CHAR! 2l1 
2 TYPE_~F_E~GlH~ CH4P(lJ 1 
2 f'.IG!~~-l-IK 0.MQDEL_DSC CH~Sll4lt 
2 ftiG_t-<~F _CCCE CH 0 12lt 
2 RA TED_HC!«;EFOWER Cf'AP (31, 
2 r-.:o_cvi_JNr'J<.:RS C:r<.~C-(2), 
2 ·1P1'"-IS_TYPE CH~.P(l '• 
2 (~MP!~Y_FUR_FR0H CHM(l2J, 
2 C"ST _ 'HLU E CHAF(23J, 
2 C.H'·!G_ ST ft)'US_CGDE r; 1-~P (1 It 
2 C~T E_t; HNG_STATUSt 
3 "iCNfH C f'H ( 2 l r 
3 9..V Cl-11:.f'.(2), 
3 Yf.e~ CHAR!2), 
2 tlFF._C0ST CHAR(57); 
OECt.tP:E 0!.:7Pir::·19s) CHf:Rl2) lNi!T(-'04', •C4' , 1 02•,•05•, •04• ,•oo• ,•02• t 
I (It' ' '('12. ' It' 6 t ' I 0 3. ' • 0?' f • v 3 I t • 'fl 3' 'I 04' ' 1 t)6 ' t I 0 2.' • 0 3' ' • C2 • t 1 05 1 ' • {) 3 I' 
Ii) 2 If I ".'16 t f f •) 3 t f f Q 4 I f I(} 5 I f_ f C 5 I f 1;106- t f I (i 5 t f f 0 3 f f t 06 If I 02 f f I 02 I f I 02 f f I() 2 I f 
I 04 I t t 0 1 I t t ('I 1 I t I 0 4 t t t 0 l t t IQ 2 t 9 1 i01 I f I (13 t -, I 0 5 t t I 02 ff I 0 2 I t I 0 3 I f" I 06 f f I 06 I t 
• (\ l 1 ' Ii) 5 I ' 1 !) 6' • I n 6 I ,_ '(\ 5. ' I (l 2 I ' ' t! 5 1 '. (16. ' I 05 • t • a5 '' • !) 3. ' • 04 •• 1 IJ5 '' • 05.' 
I 0 l I t 1 \J-4 t t t I) 2 f t I Q 3 f 9 I I) 5 I t f C 4 I f _f 0 5 f t t 0 3 I f t 0 3 I • I 04 ft I 03 I f I 03 I • I 03 I • IQ 1 1 f 
t 0-4 t f I (ll t t I (l 4 I f t ('-3 I f t 0 {)I f t 04 I f I (.'_3 t f I 0) t .-I() l t f I 04 If 1 04 I f I 0 5 If I 05 I f 






Hw_cc·;~w CHA0(3) INIT!' •); 
CC'l'NT FIXED B!>Hl5,0l INil!2ll 
FtfG F~XEC B!N(l5,Cl INIT!Ol; 




T~CAYS_OATE • OATE; 
CECtAr-E CF.SCRIPTJQNS CHARl20l; 
DECLARE Cl_OE5C!0:54l CH>Rl20l; 
DECLARE CODES FIXED CECl2ll 
OPEN FILEITSCl INPUT; 


























































































































































































































SCR: PROC OPTICNS(~A!Nl; 





























































































/$ REAO IN CUSS DESCRlPT!ONS FRCI< C>RDS 
FIRST: GET E~IT<CCGES,DESl.?!PTICNSl !CC:UOl,F!2ltAl201 ); 
Cl_DESC(CCDESl = DESCRIPT!CNS; 
GO lC FIRSY; 
I• 
I* 
Pi'i'"D ANO EDIT THE FIRST CARD CIF AN EQUIP~ENT STATt:S 
Cl-it.NG£ RFCORO. 
NEXT: RFAC Fll~llSCl tNTO(C~RDll: 
IF NEW_CC'U'ITY ~= CARDl.COUHY_NUMBER 
THN DO: 
IF CCUf,~ = ll lHEN PUT SKIP ED!TC'ALL CATA $UEM!rTEC SY CCUNTY ', 
~Ei<:_C'JU\:TY, • H~S SEEN ED!TEC J~ND 1\0 EPPCR~ WERE FCU~t.') 
(CCL ( ?O), A, f., Al; 




PLT PAGE EC!i! ·E~RC'R LISiING OF STArus CHANGE RECORDS FOR COUNTY •• 
CIPDl.C~Ut;TY_NU"'IBERl!CCL!J5ltAoAl; 
PUT SKIP!3); 
Nfl,_lOt:NIY • CAROl.CCUNTY_NU~BER; 
er-.o; 
IF ( ((tc 0 c1.ccuNTv_NUMBER < •000•1 I lCAROl.CCUNTY_NUMBER > •099'11 
T~ Et< DO; 
•tAG = l: 
PUT SKIP EOIT('T~E COUNTY CODE IS !NVALI0')!X15ltAI; 
ENC: 
If CA~D_TYPEl ,: 'l' 
Tt.Et; DO; 
FLAG = 1: 
PLT SKIP EDI71 'CARO TYPE NOT l ON FIRST CARCo' )(X(5ltAH 
Ef\O; 
IF t<CHOl.CLhSS_CCDE < '\10'1 & CCARCloCL4SS_CCOE ,. ' 'II 
(URO!.CLASS_cnce > '54') 
THE~ co; 
Fl~G = l; 
PUT SK!P ECITl•CLASS COCE IS INVAL!Do'HXISl,Al; 
END: 
If C C~R 01 o Y EAR_EC_~ANUFACTt'RED > C_ YE.A,q) J 
( !URD!o YE~R_EQ_~MJUFACTU~fD < •oo•) & 
((A> Dl 0 Y<;AR_EC_MANUFACTLREO ,., 'll 
T~Ef\- OfJ; 
FlfG ;rs l; 
?Li SKIP EClT('YEAR EOUIFMENT MANUFACTURED IS !NVALtD 0 'l(X15l.Al; 
END; 
IF ( !CAPCl."'IANIJFt.CTURER_COCE < •ooo•) & ICAROl.MANUFACTURER_COOE ,. 
'l I I ICARDl.MANUFACTU~ER_COOE > <"135' l 
THEN en; 
HAG~ l; 






SCP: Pl'OC OPTIC,S(•AlNI; 









































































IF VFR!FYCCAROl.hHEELBASE,• 1234567890 1 ) ,: 0 
Tr Et\ DJ:; 
FLtG = l; 
PUT SKIP ECIT! 'THE WHEELeASE VALUE IS INVALID.'> (X(5l,Al; 
E'D; 
IF ! !URDloDA!E_PU?CHASED.~OIXTH < 'Ill' l & !CARDl.DATE_PURCHASED.MONTH 
-=' 'll ! !C~~Dl.OATE_PURCt<ASEO.MONTH > 'l2'l 
THEN DO; 
FLAG= l; 
PL' SKIP EDIT!'THE MONTH OF THE CATE PURC~~SEC IS INVAlICo'I 
(X(S),A); 
Ef\D; 
IF {(CfoiRCl~~ATE_PURCHASEO.CAY < '01') & (CARDl.DATE_PURC~ASEOo04V ,= 
'll ! !Cr.RDl.CATE_PURCHASED.DAY > '3l'l 
THEf~ DO; 
Flt G = l; 
PLT SKIP FC!T!'Tt'E DAY OF THE DATE PURCHASEC IS lNVAlIO.•)(X(5),A); 
END; 
IF tCAFDl.DATE_PURCHASED.YEAR > c_vEARI I 
I <CAR 01. DA!~_PIJRCHAS ED. YEAR < • 00 •I & ( CAROloOATE_PURCH~SED. YEAR 
.,::::• . )) 
Tt-EN O~; 
FLiG = l: 
PUT ~KIP ECITl'THE YEAR CF THE DATE PURCHASED IS INVALtD.'llX!51tAI; 
ENC; 
IF CAPO_TYPEl ,: 'l' 
Ti-E' DO; 
CARC2 • BLANKS; 
CAPD3 • BLANKS; 






~~R: H<OC OPT ICNS(MftfN l; 
































































































•E>D AND EOH 'rHE SECOND CARO OF AN ECUIPl<ENT STATU~ 
CH~•iGE •ECOPC 
Rf AD F!l.E!TSCl INTO!CAR02l; 
IF fftPD_TYPE2 ~: '2' 
TKEI\ DO: 
~L~G = l; 
•UT SKID EDIT!•THE CARC 1YPE F~R THE SECCNC CARD IS NOT TYPE 2o'l 
(Xt5l,Al; 
E~C; 
IF VER.!FY((fo.RD2oTYP-E_OF_ENGINEr' GO*)-.= 0 
TH~ DO; 
FL n = l; 
•UT SK!? ED!T< 'THE E~!G!NE FUEL CCDE IS NCT A "G" OR "C".' l 
(Xt5l 1 Al; 
=~n i 
IF ((CHC2.ENG_~H_COOE < '00'1 & (CARD2oENG_MAF_CODE ~a ' •I) I 
tC<P.02.ENG_~ftiF_COOE > '34'1 
TH~ on; 
FUG = 1; 
PUT SKIP ED!Tl'THE ENG!NE ~ANUFACTURER COCE IS INVALID.' l!XISl,AI; 
e~o·; 
IF ( CCA?.C2oP.A.Tt:O_HCR5EPOWFP < '0(\Q •) &. 
(CfR02.KATED_t-ORSEMWEP ~~ • 'l l I 
I 0R02,R}.Tf0_~0RSEPIJWER > '999• l 
TH~ ro; 
FLAG= l: 
PUT SKIP FD!TI 'THE R~TED 
ff\D; 
HIJRSEPOWER ts INVALrc.• )(X(5),~); 
IF tC/·.PD2oN0_CYt.l"'10ERS ... : '02'J C. (Cl.F''J2oNO_CYl.1NOE:RS -.=ii: '04') & 
( Cf.rD2ciN'1_CYL I t>.OCRS -.= '06.) & ( CARDZ.NO_C'vl !NOEr.s -.: •oe.) t 
(URD2,N1_CY~HOERS ~= '12') & !CAFD2.N!J_CYLINDERS ~= '0l'l & 
ICHD2.NO_CYLINOERS ~= '00') & ICARD2.NO_CYLINDERS ~· ' 'l 
THEt\ 00; 
FLAG • l; 
PUT SKIP EO!Tl'THE NUMBER OF CYLINCERS IS INVALl0o'llXl5loAl; 
ENO; 
IF VER!FY(CAR02.TRANS_TYPE,• AS'I ~= 0 
Tt<EN on: 
FHG • l: 
PU~ SKIP EC!T('T"E TRANS~!SSION CODE rs INVALID.•l(X15l,AI; 
E~O; 
IF VErIFYICARD2.CCST_VALUEt' 1234567890'1 ~= 0 
T~EN DO; 
FLAG • l: 
PUT SKIP EOIT!'THE ORIGI~AL PURCHASE PRICEt SALVAGE VALUE, OR •, 








~tR: FROC OPT!ChSl•A!Nl; 
S HT LE \/EL NEST 
122 l 
'·2 ~ 1 
124 l 
12 5 l 
126 l 
12 7 l 












14 0 l 
141 l 
14 2 l 
14; l 
14 ~ l 
145 l 
14t 1 
IF \;f::'J FY c::.~RD2oCt-~4G_STJ,TUS_CCDE,' JST-1 ) ,:c O 
ThEt~ c·J; 
l FU G • l; 
l Pt, T SKIP FOIT ('THE SOl C, JUNKEO, OP TRADEC CCCE FIELD CONTAINS AN 't 
•Jt:v~LID Cl-A~ACTER.•)(X{Sl,A,A}; 
1 ~~D: 
IF (([lOD2.0AT!_CH~G~STATU~.•CNTH C '0l'l & 
IORc2. c.~T e_CrNG_SiA-rus. •oNr~ --= • • 11 I 
((,"_PC2.CA'tf_t:H~G_ST.l\":US.,,..CNiH > '12') 
TrE~. DD; 
l FUG • l; 
l P~T SKIP EDIT! 'THE ~ONTH OF OATE SCLDt JUNKECt OR TRADED ' 
r'IS !~V4LIDo 1 )(X(5),ltA1; 
l E1'D; 
IFtCC~~02oD\TE_Ct-NG_STATUSoCAY < 'Ol't& 
{(tR02.CCiE_CH~G_STAYUSoCAY ~• • 'Jt 
I {(.l·~~.C2oJ.~1"!.:_Ct<NG_S'!ATl..:SoOAY > '31 1 ) 
Tl-Ef\ DC; 
l HAG•!: 
l PUT SKIP EDIT( ,.IHE DAY OF DATE SOLOt JUNKED, CP TRADED IS INVAL?0. 1 1 
(X(Sl,A); 
1 ENC; 
IF ICAP02.Df!E_CrNG_STATUS.vEAR > C_YEARl I 
( {f't..R02c;oD.~T~_CHNG_STATt.:S.YEAR < •oo•) & 
( U?-02.DATE_CrNG_STATUSoYEAR ~2 • 'l I 
TH' M: 
l Fl~G•l; 
l PUT SKIP ECIT l'THE YEAR CF THE DATE SOLO, JUNKED, OR TRADED IS '• 
'INVJ\L!Oo 1 )(X(5),A.,A); 
l ENC; 
IF C~f"D_TYPE2 ...... '2' 
Tt-Ef\ CIJ; 
l CARD3 • BLANKS; 







',>CR: P~OC OPT !~NS (~A IN l; 
ST n LEVEl ~ES1 
147 l 
















16 4 l 
165 l 
l6l: l 
16 7 l 
l6S l 
169 l 













~EftD l'l~ E'JI7 THE Tt-IRD CARC OF AN EQUIPMENT STATUS 
Ct-A<lGE ~ECCRC 
~EAO Flt E!TSCI INT~(CAR03l; 
IF cno_TY?E3 ,: '3' 
TH>: DO; 
1 FLAG = l; 
l HT SK!P EOIT!'Tf'E CARO TYPE FOR THE Tt<IRC CARD IS INVALID.'! 
(X(51,Al: 
l END: 
IF VH!FY!CARD3.LIFE_COST, • 1234567891)• I ,: 0 
TH~ or: 
1 FLAG 2 l; 
*I 
., 
l ?UT SKIP fO!T! 'Tf'E LIFE INFOR~ATIC~ CCNTAilllS AT LEAST CNE INVALID '• 
•crtFACTEFr.•, (X(5),ft,~); 
1 El\D; 
TEST: IF FL.• G = 0 
THE~ on: I* WRITE A RECO!'O W!TH NO ERRCRS rn OUTPUT FILE. 
*' 
1 U• Dl. C l~TR!CT = DISTRICT (CARO!.COllNTY_Nll~BERl; 
l IF c1r.01.cL1,s~_ccoE .... = • ,-THEN 
l CtJ:"Dl .. CL:\~.$_!JESCPIPTION = CL_OESC<CAQ.01.CLASS_cooe>; 
l S'TATUS_CHt~G'::_KECCRO = C:tRD!. 9 BY Nf>-1E; 
l s1iru~_CHA~G~_~ECCFO = CfRD2t RY NAME; 
l SY~rus_<":t--f.NG1:_f;.ECCRJ :s C.fR03,- BY ~AfA:E; 
l •F !TE F!L F. !SCHANGE l FRC~ (STATUS_C~ANGE_RECCRC I; 
l GO TO NEXT: 
l Et-.:C; 
ELSE DO: I• PRINT J. P.ECDRC CONTAINING ERRORS ON THE PRINTER. •I 
l PUT SK!H2l ECJT(CAROll (X(ll,!l31Al; 
l PUT SKIP EDlTICARD2l(X(llt!l41AI; 
1 PUT ~KIP EOITICARC3l(X(ll,!3lA); 
1 PUT SKIP12ll 
l CCt;NT = 1: 
1 FLAG=O; 
l GO TO MEXT; 
l t=ND; 
DONE: TF CCUNT = 0 
TH'N PUT SKIP EOITl'AL.L CATA SUSMITTEO BY C:CCNTY '• 








Listing of Program UPDATEM 
ii?onH: PROC CPT!Cl'iS(~AIN); 
ST>T LEVEL Nf Sl 

















T~I~ ?~')GR.\"" ~:JPUTS NE.,.. STJi.1US CHft~Gi: RECORDS AND 
UPG.".TES EXISTING P~CCRDS wlTH NEW DAT~ CR ADDS ll:E>; 
REC~P.DS TC THc cOU! F•ENT MASTER F!U'o TCT/,l CCUNTY 
ECUlP~E~~T 20~!< V.i'.LU:'.S t.P.E CAl.CULA"fED. THE EQUIPMENT 
I~~V!:;'JiOf,Y l!ST FCR 'rh= PREV!IJU5 YEt..~ IS OUiPU~o 
THIS P~~GPA~ IS QNE CF EIGHT COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
WHICH F'JPY 1HE "CCMFV!ER B.~SEC INFOP~ATICN SYSTEM 
FCR COU~TY EQUIPMENT CCST RECCRDS.• 
WRITTEN BY 
SYSTEMS DI~IS!O~ 
CGLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
THE UN!VEPSliY OF IOWA 


























\-•DATE"< PROC CPTICNS!"AlNl: 
ST n LEVEL ~EST 
2 l CCL STChN( C!LE r<CCSRC SEQUENTIAL; 
:: l CCL l SCR, 
2 CCtJNTY_~JUM 
2 c:c_ "IJ"' 
2 015·,·R JCT 
2 CL~SS_CQOE 
2 CL-~c~_c"sc 
2 ..,Fn coo:: 
2 YEA _,Fr. 
2 ·~f\K _'-''.:"D=l 
2 SC~ .":L_l\Ul-4 
2 WhE LE:\C:E 
2 MT _PUOCH.~SED, 
3 p·~ct~ 
":\ P DJ. y 
3 PH 
2 E~Gt'lE_TYPE 
2 ENG~ t-~f_CESC 
2 fNG!NE_'•FR_CODE 
2 ~.~T£:r_l-D 












2 FUEl __ rcsr_tTFE 
2 LueqtcA~TS_LIFE 








\.Hi>< ( 2 ) t 
CHtr.12l, 




















CHARI 21 r 
CHARI 2) 9 
Ct<ARIZlr 
CHtR!6lr 
Ch!R t7 I, 
C!-i/'.~.(6), 
CHl•.(6), 










lln;ne~: PROC CPT! C~c (•Al f'i); 
SH1 lE\EL ~EST 




2 F. c:_ \ii),... 
2 CLVi~_CCCE 
2 Y!:!.•~_f.'F C: 
2 MFP,_Cr'.;':: 
2 E~Gl~E-•FR_cooe 
2 flU!-1_r; "fL <; 
2 ~f\Gl"if_;YPE 
2 X~l ~~! c~~_ lYPf 
2 l"'IRlS_C"l';I 
2 S~lVf..G=:_vti.1_uE 
2 ~00K_ 'v.~ '-UE 
2 CUR'EhT_CflS":"S 
2 ~~t~~-H~S_t.'FE 
2 F"UE1._C0'>1_t !FE 
2 tU.9'."l:YC~:-O.l~_LIFE 
2 TI~fS_TUB~S_LlFE 
2 EXPE>1_P!.qS_l IFE 
2 ANfTFR~=zE_l!FE 
2 P~P:1 ~_CGST_L1 FE 
2 l.t.P'cP _CGST_LlFE 





















Ct-<'J',r ( 8), 
CH.rR ( 2 J, 
CHii:""{2Jt 
CH,~f'(3), 






















c.-AR !"2 J, 
CHll 0 ( 2 l t 
CHAR.(2), 
CHtR t 2 It 
Cf-:AR( 21, 
CH~P!21t 
Cl-1/\R !l l, 
CHtRl31, 
CH.l.O tl 3 l, 
Cl-f~Rt 31, 





1.rvCAYEfl: PROC CPTICf'~~(~A!Nl; 






l () l 
11 l 
l 2 l 
l 3 l 
14 l 





CCL 1 CNTY_BC8K_ VALU, 
2 LAST_CNTY_N'J'I C~ARl3l INITl'OOO'lt 
2 TOTAL_SCCK_V~LU PIC'9<;<;<;9999V99' INITlll0l'0' ); 
CCL CJSP CH~Al6l V5qYlNG; 
DCL LE7TERS FIXED CEC!Sl; 






B !Tl l l 
!NIT! '0'61; 
I"IITI ''l'61; 
CCL l TOUYS_C'-T::t 
? C_Y<:~P 
2 C_~ON_O.\ V 
TODHS_DA1E = C.HE; 
DCL tAST_YEAR FIXED 
LA5T_YfAP = 1899 • c_vuR: 




DCL NECl-i."$1 F!LE r,ECGP.D SCCU~NilAl 
OCl BKVt•.U FILE i<Er.<:JRD SEC~ENTihL; 
EO_ l NV_l l ST: f '1 R f#A Y ( Cf'JL l 3 ) ,.a , COL { 1 3 > , _~.,CCL { 2 8 l , A, C C'L ( 4 3 I , .~ , 
CCL!571, !ZIA, 
COi. ( C3) ,ft., t:f:L ( 69 J ,A, COL (74 l ,At COL ( 76 J ,1., CCl ( 82 > t At CCL ( 87 J ,A, 
CC'L I 103 I 1 I 5 l A, COL I 112 l t P' Z ZZ Z Z Z V • 99 ' 1C OL 1122 t, P' Z Z ZZ ZZ Vo 99' I ; 
DCL tr1;'iy_l\J.!-!ES(99) (Ht,P.{13) V.h.RY!NG 
tNIY ( I /\Ct.! n t' I AO:\ '1$.' 'Al. t..~.M>\I(:::::' ''A PPAf\OOS £'' t AUDUBON t 't e ENTO N.' 
•eLfCK rA~K•,•ecCNE'r'BRf.N!El'','BUCH/!~J~tJ·,•euc~~,. VlSTA'r'EL:'!'L::-R•, 
• CAI H0Ul\'• ' 'c A f<.r ".': '-L. ' 'c 1-S s • ' 'c COAR' ' 'c ERR c cc E< CD. ' • C:.H ER. rK FE • ' 
'CH I CK J: S.". W 1 t ' ( l \'i. KE' ,. .•Cl. f Y' , 'Cl:'. YTCM' , • C '~ l f\ Y CN' , 'CR~ \.o F CR C' , '0 .. ~ l LAS' t 
•ctvts• ,• DECJ\"rtJR•, 1 0EL.'WtAE 1 , •o:::s 1"'JrNES 1 ' •ctCKINSr,.1 1 , 'CLfllJQUE't 
• f r·~~ET • , • F '- ve:T TE• , •FLO y c • , 1 F R:.4NI( t. t N • , • FR.~-"' c r-.:r • , • G ~EE NE •, • Gt.<!J"~ cv •, 
• GUT t-!R IE' •• H.'- /'I IL ·r CN. t • H ~" CCCK • , ' J-1.t i::; 0 r N t' • I-A!'. p I scr~' • 'HE NO,\'. ' 
• 1-1ow1,:--,c •, • .,.u,,,.actnl •,. • 1 oA •, • t cwA •, • JACKSor~ •, • JtsP::R •, 'J EFFER~ON •, 
I J (HN $P.N'' ' J'lf'l E-<; • ' ,-KF. OK u K. ' ' K ')~ s UYH. ' • l E !:: • ' • t I t~:.i' ' 1 l. cu Is t ' t 1 l UCJ.S I t 
1 L YCN' , ' MA Cl SC N • , • I-IA Ht SK/> • t •MAR I CN" , ' ~.CR SHALL •, 1 MI l.L ~ ' t ' ~ITCH ::Ll 1 t 
• r.ioNCNA ··, • ~r~qc~ •, • M:JHTGCMEHY 1 , • r .. usc~T INE,, • c • •sRtEr-.: •, •cscecL A•, 
1 PA'GE 1 , 1 PALO t.l.TC •, 'PL VMCUTH 1 t 1 POCAHONTAS 1 t 1 FCl.K' t 1 POTTAWATTAMIE• t 
• i:C\o:E$HI EK. '. R l f'\CGCLO' ' • SAC.' •SCC'Y'T It • SHEL ev ., • s xoux.' • STORY.' 
1 TAM/. 1 , •TA 'VL::l!l 1 ,, 1 UNI ON' t 'VAN BUREr\ • t 1 WAPfll.C. 1 t 'W~RRE~' t 
•WA SHI ~GTClN' t 'WAYNE•, 'WEEST ER' t 'WINNEBAGO 't 'WINNE SHI EK' t 'kOODBURY' t 












2~ 2 l 
u 2 l 
27 2 1 
28 2 1 
2S 2 
3C l 
:: 2 2 
3? ~ 
34 2 
3~ 2 l 
;. 6 2 l 
37 2 l 









PROC CPTI CNS I~ Al N l; 
ON f!\0FILE(EC~~ST> BEGIN: 
IF SC8CNE 2 '1'8 
THEN G~ TO DCNE: 
ELSE OIJ; 
EMDO'llE a 'l 'S; 
M.$TRoCCurr:rv_NUM = •999.; 
MS?R.EO_~UM = 1 99~~9999'; 
E~JD; 
END; 
ON EhDFILEISTCHNGI BEGIN: 
IF E'-t:.'\C\1=- :.- 'l 'B 
THEN GIJ TO CCNE; 
EtSE D'.l: 
$COC!\E = 'l'B; 
$~P •• CCUf\TY_f\UM s: '999 8 ; 
sc~.~C-~UM = •9~~~9999•; 
E~O; 
ENO; 
OPEh FllEIEC~ASTI INPUT; 
OPEN F!LE'CS";CH!'JGI !NPIJT; 
OPFN F!LEIN!Q••STI ~UTPUT; 
C1PH F!LEIBKVAL'Jl OUTPUT; 
OPEN F!LEISYSPR1NTI LINESIZECl321 PAGES1ZEl60l; 
REH FILElECM.OSTl INTO (MSTRI; 






,.;AYE•: PROC CPTICNS(~A'Nl: 

























































IF SCR.CCUNTY_"IU• > "STRoCCUNTY_NUM I SCR.Ec_~UM > MSTR.EC_NUM 
THEN 00; /• C0°Y •ASTF.R FILE RECORD *I 
!F l.fl.,$1_Ct>..TY_NU:-\ ...,=. t-STf eCD\J?-i"fY_NUl' 
THEN OJ; 
ELSE; 
TH!S_CN1Y_NU~ = MSTR 0 COUNTY_NUM; 
c~.LL H=A;)tNG; 
It= L:'".:i'!"_C~.TY_~LIY. ..,; •ooo• 
THE~ wRlTE FlLEl8KVALU) FRO~ICNTY_BCOK_VALU); 
ELSE: 
ro: AL_BCOK_ VALU = { 10) •o,; 
END: 
TO"rAL_ilCCK_V~LU = TC'H.\._eOOK_V~LU + •STR.BCCK_VALUE; 
\..!<!TE Fll!::{~-'fC-"'.4.ST> FPCM <~-STRl; 
PUT SKTP ED!1(VSTRoEO_~u~,M~~Ro~ftKE_~ODEl 9 ~STRoSER!Jl_~U~, 
,..~, Qo- i:o_?uRCH.\~ E c_ FF c~,' ! c; 1 , r-1.37 P. Y E~R_PFD, P.STP. V..t-' EELBASEr 
p.i.5 TR. XI.'! Is$ ION_ Ty PE' ~$7~o Nu·,,,,_rvL s, ~Sif<. ft-;GI NE_ TY p~' 
1-'ST P °' ;ATEC_rP,.M.STP o ENGINE_DESC t ~STR. CATE_PUf'CH.~SECoPMONt '-' t 
M$YR., OAT:_Punc H/I. s EDG PO/l.Y t ' - ' ' MSY'R. CAT E_PU~CJJt.S ECo PYR, 
M$T R.OR I G_cosr' MS TR.BOOK_ VALUE 1 IR' EC_ !Nv_L I ST> l : 
LAST_CNTY_W~ • PS!R.CCUl•ffY_NUM; 
RE.0.0 HLE!S~~.O.STI INTO !MSTP.l; 








lo . .;ne.: PRGC CPTICNS!MA!N); 























































































































ELSE IF SC"<..,C1:.!Ut-.7Y_t-:U~ -= !-'STPoCCV),,"'fy_t~UM £ SCR .. F.O_Nt.:M = MS'TR .. EO_t-.UM 
THEN DO; I* LP0.<7E EXISTING FECCOO ON ~ASTER FILE •/ 
IF •.hST_CNH_tiu• ~= SCR.CCUNTY_NU~ 
THEh ~C; 
THI S_CNTV_tlU'' = SCR.COU~'TY_1'UM; 
C.~l L HEAD I NG; 
ELSE; 
TF L!&S"f_i.NTY_f'-.U1" -.= 'OJ•)' 
THEN 1<RFE F!l.E!BKVALUl FRC'l(C1'TY_800K_V.l.LUl; 
''"lYE FILECBKV~LUI FROM ICNTY_BOOK_VALUI; 
TOTAL_BOOK_VILU = ll0l'0'; 
E1-!C; 
I-F iscrt.CLASS_cnce >= • 00' 
"!'HEN 00; 
END; 
MST•.CLASS_ccce = SCP.CLISS_CCCE; 
~STRoCLASS_CESC = SCR.CLASS_OESC; 
l F St:. Po 1-'FR_(;OOE > •oiJ• 
THEN ~STR.MFR_Ccce = SCR.MFR_COCE; 
IF SCRoY£A~_MFC > •oo• 
THEN ~SYRoYEAR_MFC = SCRoYEAP_MFO; 
IF ~CR.~AKE_MCrEL > (!4)' • 
THEN ~srn.Y.AKc_MOCEL = SCR.~~KE_MCCEL; 
IF SCP.SER!AL_NU~ > (141' • 
THEN ~STR.SERYAL_~u~ = sco..SERIAL_~UM; 
IF SCPokHfEl6lSE > •ooo• 
THEN MSTR.wt-FELBA~E = SCR.Wt-EELEASE; 
lf ~i:R.C-.61E_PUf'.CHASEDoP1"CN > •OQ• 
1 scn.cA1E_PURCHASEo.Pc1v > •oo• 
1 SC~.CATE_PC~CHASEOoPYR > '00' 
TH~ N ~S TR. Di'-rt_PIJOCHAS ED = SC<!.. DATE_PURCHASED; 
IF ~CR.Efl.:Gl_NF_!YPE > • 1 
THEN ~STRoFNG!NF_TYPE = SCR.ENGJNE_TYFE; 
IF SCR.fNGl~E_CESC > <141' ' 
THEN Y.STR.ENG!NE_CESC = SCRoENGINE_CESC; 
IF SCP.ENGI~E_MFR_CODE > •oo• 
THEN MSTR.ENG!NE_•FR...CCDE = SCR.ENCINE..MFR_COCE; 
IF SCR.RATED_HP >= •ooo• 
THEN >!STR.P.nEo_H = SCR. RATED_t-P; 
IF SCR.NUM_CYLS >= •oo• 
THEN MSTR.NUM_CYL.S • SCRoNUM_CVLS; 








<:vCA~ 0: PRCC CPTICNS t MAIN I; 

































































































THE~ ~s1~.XP1~~!C~_~Y~C = ~cc.x~ISS!C~_TYPE; 
IF scR.cc_ou::-cri.tsEc_FROi.i > c121• • 
THEN ~S1RoCC_PU~C~ASEC_FRCM a SCRoCC_FURCHASEC_fRCMi 
IF SCR.~R!G_Cf'SY > 0 
T~EN •STR.CR!G_CGST = ~CR.CO!G_CCST; 
!F <;(r<.S.!.tVil.GE_'-'A.LUE > 0 
THEN ~STR.Stl'J,';GE_VALUE = srR.SALVAGE_VALUE; 
IF scR.eGcK_VALLE > u 
THEN M5TR.BCOK_V•~UE = SCR.BQOK_VftLUE; 
~STRoDISPCSIT!0N = SCRoOISPCSIT!GN; 
P-SYR.CATE_Ot!='.PC',SEC = SCRoDAlF._DISPCSEC; 
IF SCR.~ILES_HRS_t.lfE > •COP000~ 
THEN "1$T? .• Mll.ES_HPS_UFE = oCR.nLES_HPS_L!FE; 
IF SCF..FUEL_COST_LIFE > •coooroo• 
iHCN MSTRol=l'El_CG~T_LtFE = SCRoFUEL_CCST_LlFE; 
IF SCP.LUB~tC~NlS_LIFE > 'OO~coo• 
'THEN ~STR.Luaq oqs_LIFE • !'CR.LU BRlCANTS_l.!FE; 
IF SCR.T!RES_TU!ES_L.!FE > 'J100D0' 
THEN ~STR.TIRFS_TCBES_LlFE = SCR.TIRES_TUBES_LIFE; 
IF SC~o~XPE~_PA~TS_LIFE > 1 000100 1 
TH~N MSTR.EXPrn_PftR1'S_l!FE = SCR.EXFEN_PAR1'S_LIFE; 
JF SCR.~NT!FPEEZE_llFE > '00000' 
THEN "5T1'.A1'TIFRHZE_LIFE = SCP.~~TIFPEEZE_l.IFE; 
IF SCR.PIRTS_CO~T_LJFE > (71'0' 
THEN MSTR.PARrs_ccsr_LIFE = scR.•ARTs_cosr_tIFE; 
!F sn.lJ!.BOi>._COST_UFE > !71'0' 
THEN ~~TR.l.IB'JP._Ccsr _LIFE ~ SCR .LA eCR_COST _LI FE; 
IF SCR.lND_rosT_LIFE > (71'0' 
THEN •STR.!~D_CQST_LIFE = SCR.INO_CCST_LIFE; 
TOTAl_BCCK_Vh.lll = TCYAL_BCOK_VAlU + ~STP.BOOK_VftLUE; 
WRITE FllF.!NEO~f.ql FRC~ tMSY•l; 
PUT SKY P FC!TCMHR.EC_NIJM,MqR.•AKE_MCCEL,MSTR.SERIAL_NUM, 
MST~oCO_PURCl--ASEO_F~.CMw • 19' t MSTR. \'E.~~_MFCt , 
"STP .wH<:L BA SE, MS TR. XM! SS!O"l_ nP e, MSTR.NUM_C YLS, 
~S)""R.• ENG! NE_ 1 '1PS:t MSIP • f'A"!"EC_HP t 
MSTR. ENG!N E_CESC, MSTP.o DA"fE_PlJRCHASED. P~O:X, •- 't 
'-tS_""'iRo DPi E_PURCH~S EDo PDAYt '-• t MSTR. OAiE_PURCHASED. PY Rt 
MSTR.ORIG_COST,MSTR.BOCK_V~LUElCRCEQ_INV_LISTll; 







D'CATE><: PROC CPTION$!MA!Nl; 
ST>T LEHL ~EST 
1; s l l THEN DCi 
14~ 1 2 !" MST~oCISPOS!T!ON = 1 J' 
!41 l 2 THEN C!SP = 1 JU~~KED'; 
14 2 1 2 !F tJ,S7XoO!SFCS!TIOt\_ = 'T' 
14 = 1 2 Tt--EN C!!;P = 'i.R.tOEO•; 
144 l 2 ! F ~SIRoDISPCS!TION = •S• 
!45 1 2 '!'HEN DISP = •SCLD I; 
146 l 2 PUT SKIP ECYT ( 1 ••,MS'!"Po(O_NUM,•~AS •,OISP, 0 CN '• 
:-I ST Po Dt:.._T E_CIS POS E"Do Oft.~fl.:,. -· 'MSTP.o OAT E_DIS POSEO.OCAY' 
•-• ,;:STR. CATE_D!SPO!'EDoDYR l ICCL<2 I, Cl Cl Al; 
14 7 l 2 ::NC; 
148 1 1 LAST_CNTY_NUM ~ ~HRoCOUNTY_NUM; 
14., l l RElD FILEC!QMASTI INTO IMSTRl; 
150 1 l READ FILECSICHNGl INTO ISCRH 
15 ! l 1 GO TO NEXT; 







.'DA 1E•: PROC CPI! c~s (•A:~ l; 
s-~r LEVEL MEST 
! 5: l 
15 t, l 1 
155 l 1 
15 t; l 2 
1 S1 l 2 
l 5 E l 2 
'· 5 c; 1 2 ! 60 1 2 
16 l 1 2 
l6 2 1 l 
163 1 1 
164 1 l 
l 6·5 l 1 
166 l l 
1&7 .l l 
loe l l 
·" 
l (, i; l l 
170 l l 
171 l 2 
17 2 l 2 
17 3 l 2 
17 4 l 2 
115 l 2 
lH 1 2 
171 l 2 
178 1 2 
17~ l l 
180 l l 
lBl 1 l 
lS2 l l 





!• OD 'JEW >ECORD TC ~ASTE!\ FILE */ 
UIST_C~TY _NU> ~= SCR.CCIJNTY_NU• 
I) ri 4 
ThIS_Ct\TY_fl.. 1J!o' = SCR\.CCur-.:rY_NUt-"; 
C-.!.LL Hfe!)Il'-.:G; 
tF Lft.ST_CNTY_NUM ... $ •ooo• 
THEN WR!~E FILECBKVAtU I FRCMCC~Tv_eDcK_VALUl; 
ro;A~_B~OK_VtLU = !r-Ol'O'; 
ENC; 
siv~sy~ = ~ST~, B~ NA~E; 
1-'S'f!2: = (30:.\)t:)•; 
M$1'"R = ~CR, BY r~,a,..E; 
TOTAL_BCDK_VJLU = TOHL_BCOK_V~LU + "SiR. BOOK_ VALUE; 
~RtTE FiLC {~~=Qr<!ASll FR0"1 (llSfR); 
PUT SI(! P ~ C!-:-C MST[{ oE Q_NUt-~ ,v,S:TRo f-' . \K E_f"CCEL, MST Ro SEPI .tL_NUfolt 
·~s I Ko- cn_Pl_~" c·i-- f,~ f l)_f-=< ("", '! 9. '~ST n 0 YEAF-_MFD, 
'-1$!';.o i-:i-l~~l f..'\ ~Ev ~STRo X'>I! SS! CN_ TYPE t t-'SYR.NUJlol _CYLS, 
>.!STKo ENG! 'J =:_ iYP E, ~STP_ 0 R:\iEl)_HP, 
~ STR .. Er,;(; 1 t-; ~_CE~ Cg ""51 Ro D!\i E_PU RCl-1.AS: EC 0 PP:ONt •- t 9 
"1STAo DA). f._ ~Uf:CHf.,S EDo PDAY t '-•, 1"'STR. OAT::_PIJF:.CH~SED. PY Rt 
V.STR.QRI G_co ST. M~lR. BOOK_V ALUE l ( R CEQ_lNV_L IST l l; 
IF !-'STR .. O!~POS!T!GN > ' ' 
THEN D~; 
IF ~stnoDI~PC~!iIGN : •J• 
THE~ DIS?= 'JU~KEO'; 
JF ,..S.,.-PoDlSPCS!TION = 'T' 
THEN Ol!iP = 'TRt.CEO'; 
IF MSYnoDISPOSITION = •s• 
T1-<EN O!SP = •sc1_0•; 
PUT SK!P ECI1' ('*'rMSTJ10EO_NU1"1 1 1'1.4$ •,O!SP,• CN. •, 
MoTR.OPTE_C!SPOSEDoDMr.N,•-•,MSTR.OATE_DJSPOSEDoDCAYt 
• -• ,M5TR •CAT E_GIS PO$EOoDYR IC CCL 121, ClO IA l ; 
ENC; 
LAST_CNTY_NUM a MSTRoCOUNTY_NUM; 
MSTR_ = S.4VMS'iRt B'r NA~E; 
RFoO FlLECSICHNGI INTO CSCRI; 










b . .JAiEP: P~CC CP"(JCNS("A!N); 













LET'fE~S = LENG""H{C~·Y't'_N!\"'.E$fTHIS_C1'.'TY_Nup.i.)); 
PUT PIGE ECIT!C~Ty_~AMFS!TblS_CNTY_NU~1 1 ' CCUNTY'l 
<C~L!l!25-LET7FRSl/2loArA); 
PUT SK!P(2) EDIT !UST_YEARr' ECUIP~EH I~VENTCPY LIST') 
(f~l(5!),f(4),~); 
PUT SK!P(3) ED!~f•ECUIPMENT't'YEAR ft~9 TR~N 1 , 1 ENGINE MAKE 1 t 
'PIJCCHISE PURCPASE 800K' l!CCLf3l,A,CCU57lrAtCOLIE8l,At 
CCU l 03 l, i l: 
PUT SKIP EDITl'NUYBER 
'XFRD INS TYPE 
~AKE & MODEL SERIAL ~~~SER CEtLER' r 
CYL FUEL HP AND MODEL't 
•DATE CCST VALUE' l !COL (4), A,COL 157 l,A, COL I 105 ltAl; 
PUT $1{!?(2); 
RHUPN; 
ENO t-EAD ! ~G; 
DCNE: 







Listing of Program MAIN 
Step 1 
D-106 
F~At•: PROC CFTIONSl~A!Nl; 
sr H LEVEL NEST 






















THIS PRrJGR!" CAI. CUUTES COH/PILE OR COST /HOUR FOR ftLL 
PIECES QF !"QUJP'1ENT, BCTH FOR P4ST YEftR AND LrFETI'IE 
CCSISo 
OlTPUT r.uNSJSTS CF YEAF.LY HW lIFETI~E CI~Ec:T 
C'PE~AT!% C~STS AND HAO.LY AND LIFETJ~E TOTAL 
OPC:RAiI~.iG CCSiSo 
THIS P~OGRA~ !S ONE r!F !:!GHT CO~PllT-ER PRCGRAMS 
WHICH FO~Y THE "COMFU.TE~ BAS EC ! NFOP.~ATICN SYSTEM 
FOR COU~TY EQUIPMENT COST RECORDS.• 
WRITTEN SY 
SYSTEMS CIVISJON 
CCLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
ThE UNIV Ei<SI"IY OF IOWA 



























F~AI~: PROC CPT!rNS(Mi\INJ; 
SHT LEVEL NEST 
2 l DCL .SECMIST fl~~ RECCKD SECUENTI/l, 
l HSH, 
2 co:J»i'tY_r..:u~ P!C 1 99c;t, 
2 DIS:RICT CHA~{2lt 
2 EO_~UP CHAI\.( 8), 
2 Ct.'""i.$S._C0DE P!C•9q 1 , 
2M!:;t:! C!-'.".~(lllr 
2 nRzr;_r')s·r Prc•9c;qs9;vc;9•, 
2 S~LVf..G=_vtLUE P!C•99gc;99v99•, 
2 BO~K_VALUE PIC•999S99V99'r 
2 DEP~CClbTIO~ PlC 1 999S9V99 1 r 
2 ~rl£S_HRS_Y~ P!C'999999', 
2 FUEt_C:)ST_YR PIC'999<::9V99't 
2 LUG~IC&Nl~_YR PlC'9S9VQ9 1 , 
2 TIK:::S_TlJ~Ec;_YR P!C'9999V99 1 , 
2 EXP~~_PftQ.T~_Y~ PIC 1 9S99V99 1 r 
2 ANfr.Fr.E~Zt_YR PlC'99~V99'r 
2 P.b.r".iS_C.....,Sl_Yl:l PlC'9199SSV99 1 t 
2 LAS:F._CGSl_YR PIC'999<;9V9S•, 
2 I ND_CCS1'_ Yh. P!C• 999<;9V99', 
2 MT!..ES_HR~-'. tFE PlC'9'i9999 1 r 
2. FUE 1 __ CC$J_ltFE: P!C'999S9V99't 
2 LLfR0_1(.\~rt$_LlFE PIC 1 9<:f99V99't 
2 TIR~S_TUBFS_LIFE PIC'99<;9V~~·, 
2 EXP':~J_Pt>RfS ..... LIFE P!C 1 9999V99't 
2 ~N[tF~EEZE_LlFE PIC'9~SV~9't 
2 Pf.R~s_ccsT_UFE PIC'999S9V99'• 
2 LA~1·1c __ cci~T_LIFE PiC 1 99999V99•, 
2 l ND_CCST_Ll FE PIC • 999'>9V9~'r 
2 CtA~S_CESC CHk~(2)J, 
2 MJKc_~iJDEL CHA"! 14), 
2 SER!t.L_~UM CHPR!l4l, 
2 "iISC2 CHftf!.{42) 9 
2 O!:W'4_ T1ME_YR PlC'999<; 1 , 
2 OCW"J_f!t-1E_L!FE PtC 1 9999 1 , 
2 NU~_REPJ\IRS_YR P!C'9S'r 
2 NU~_REPAIRS_lIFE PIC'999'r 
2 RATED_HP CHM.13 Ir 







F >IA T~: P~OC CPTI'.JNS (~A !>JI : 
ST>l LHfl ~EST 
:l l OCL INDCCST FILE PECORD SECUE~TJ~L, 
l IND, 
2 CCU\'iY_r..:UH PIC•9qg•, 
2 SUP_$:'L.'~!f.S P!C 1 9S9S9V9S 1 , 
2 ClE'<_S4lJ\RIES PIC•999S9V99 1 , 
2 lltll !TIES P!C' 999S9V99 1 , 
2 ~Lo;_rosrs PIC 1 9SSSSV99' 9 
2 EC_JEPR PtC'9'199V99't 
2 EXP_TCCLS P!C 1 9999V99 1 t 
2 SUPPL !ES P!C'9SS9V9S•, 
2 ~OV! NG_ COSTS PIC• 99999V99', 







r~AI~: PROC CFTIC'NS (MAHJI; 
S,-f.!1 LE\IEL NES"f 
4 1 DCL CIRCOST ~ILE REC~RO SEQUEN~!~L, 
l DIP, 
2 COU~T,_~UM PIC 1 999' 9 
2 EQ_ 'fJ!-1 Cf-'.~O( >3}, 
2 Di< 00 Cri'~C4>t 
2 Fl)f 1._CQS7_Y:=t. PIC*9';9SV99 1 , 
2 LUBRI CA\'IS:_YR PtC•Q99V99', 
2 ANJTFP:;.CZE_YP PIC 1 99V99*t 
2 TIFES_TUOES_YR PIC • 9 S99i/99 t, 
2 EXP7:"'J_Dt-R1·s_v·R P! C • 9 999V99' t 
2 ?.1.P. i"S_CJST_YR PIC'9999V99't 
2 t AS·JR_CO:ST_YR PlC 1 9SCJ9V99 1 , 
2 MH.5S_H~S_YR PIC*99999't 
2 DO>l'l_ TI~E_YR PIC*9999't 







--- .... ,. 
F~&I~: PRDC QOTICNSIM\INl; 
ST~T L::VEI. ~E~T 
5 l 
6 l 
DCL 8Kvnu "IL i' PECCRO s EQ~EN~" !Al.., 
1 BK\I/'!..., 
2 ChTY_?'- 1J~ P!c•999t,, 
2 VALUE PlC'99S91999V99 1 ; 
OCL CNTY_N.-.."'E~C99l ci-i/·.D( 13J V!'.PY!t!G 
t N t T < , Ac.'\ r Q 1 , , t '.":,;\·.is, , , At t A ... t K:: c: • , • t.PP AN!JO s E • , • fl_uou P.C'N , " • e EN"'J N • , 
'8LA('I{ H}.A.('1'2C'(.~~=·,·s::.s:: ... ::;:<•,•eur.:H!.'J·\f\l~·eutNf V!~."T&•,•EUTL~R·, 
• Cl L rcu N 1 , • c AP.~ :1 t. •, 'c. :\~ ~ •, • c E)t. k. • , • c E Pt'{ c GG RDl • , • c H ':'.:!:>CK FE• , 
•Ct4!(:K"Sl.W'' 'Cl:~.--!<~·. •C-Ltv•, 1 Ct.AY'rCN 1 , •Cl_Y.f\YCN•, 'CR/'.W-F'2RC't'DALLAS 1 , 
• c.:. v rs• , • !! ·cc "Tu 1 1 , • -;'.: t :; w,. r<. c • , • IJcE ~ r'-;:1r N cs• , 1 n I c Ki "J~Ck • , • DL eu0u E • , 
·~~1>'!:.T 1 , 'FAY::TT£•, •F1.CJYC 1 , 1 FRf,\lKl. IN', 'FREM('"N'( 1 9 1 GOE£=\I::: 't 1 G~'J"10Y't 
1 GUTtiRIE•,•fiA~It.TC~', 1 H~~COCK', 1 HlfDtN•,•t-ftfPIS0N't'~Et;~y•, 
' rr:r: ~~ r: c 1 , •.HU ·-1?. c ... ~: 1 , • r DA 1 , •I 11wr. • , , J.'\. c K son 1 , 'Jf. SP EP ' , , J f FF E~ so N' , 
' J (HN ~'JI\ J ' • Jc:~-~ E ~ I ' ' K~ OK 1J I< I ' I KG$. s UT HI, ' LEE • ' f L l NI'!. ' • L OIJ Isl ••• t UCAS I • 
• L YCN. ' t ... ~ 01 <;Cl\'. I ' I,., ~Ht s K,. • t I "1,e.R l CN' ' I M.!\R~ HAL l I t ' r-:: LL$' ' I "'ITCH f LL' ' 
• ""or-:C'N t. • , • PO ~R c E • , • '-!GNT Ge MEP. v •, • MUSCA r r~ E ', • o 1 •BR x EN•, 'a s-cEoL A• , 
1 P.6.GE 'o '?"'.L8 ,h.L 70 •, 1 ?l YMCU"!'H 1 , • PCCAHONT:\$ •, • PCLK • t 1 PC1'!AW.A.T"!'l1.MI E1 , 
1 POWESt--1EK't 1 Rl,\GGCLD 1 , 'Sl:c•. •scorr•, •SHELBY', 'SIOux•, •STORY• t 
•tAMA', •'T.~ YLtlR', 1 ~Nl ON 1 9 'VAN SUR EN' t 1 W.APELLC 1 , 1 WARREN 1 t 
·~~SHlNGiON·,·~AYNE•,•wEeSTER•,•wt~NESAGO•,•klNNESHIEK 1 ,awcoosuRY 1 t 








F~AI~: PROC CPT!CNS!Ml!Nll 












































































vCL TEeP_eK_VAI_ FJXfO CEC! !0,2l: 
OCl ;0·1_I1'-D_CG.Sl{q9) PlC''19999999V99• 1NIT({C79)(10)'0'J; 
DCL 'TC'._BK_Vi'!..{9S) PI<:•9-;9c;c;9.r;9yc;9 1 !NIT( {99) Cl01'0 1 ); 
DCL PftY!C{99l PJC'~99V?99' INITC(99){6) 1 0'l; 
DCL !~DEX F PED CEC ! 3 I; 




DCL It:O_('K B!Hll IN!T('l'el; 
DCL Bt<:VAL_:JK S!lfl) IN!TC'l'Bl; 
DCL LAS1_Ef-;_CN"rY FIXED D!:Cl3l lNITIOI; 
DCL feoQt!c 5!T{ll l'HT! 'll'Bl: 
CCL CCDC'E SJT!ll !NIT! •o•si: 
~N ~NCF!LEID!RC~STl BEGIN; 
CCOONE = 1 1•e; 
IF E~DCN~ = *l'B 
'!HEN GQ TO CCN~; 
ELSE DQ; 
NOOIR: 
lF "~~T'<oCcu•JiY_NU"'I ,::: L.A:ST_ERR_CN1'Y 
THEN 01'.:'; 
PU( PAGE EC!T !•E•RDP LISTING FOR '• 
CNTY_NA~ESt~SfRoCGUNTY_NUM>t' CCUNTY')(CQL(30),A,A,A); 
L6.SY_ERR_-CNrv = 1-'S"IRoCC!JNTY_NUM; 
Et10; 
PUT SK!•!2l EO!T (•NC CIRECT CUST CARD wAS FOUND FOR THE •, 
'FOLLvW!NG PIECE CF ECU!P~ENT:' l!A,A!; 
PUT SKTO E~Ii' (OEQUIPMENi NOo: •,MSTRoEQ_NUM,•MAKE & MCOEL: '• 
~STRo'VKf_MCOC.L,•SERlAL NO-' •,MSTR.SERIAL_NUMI . 
tA 9 A,X(4ltAtAtX(4ltAtA>; 
WR!TE FILf!TECMASTlHO" (MSTRl; 
RE~D FILE!SECMASTl lNTC IMSTRl; 




INO_CK = 1 0 1 8; 
ON ENCFILE!SKVALUI 







~MAI~: pace CFT!CNSl~'!Nl: 

























































ON ENCF!LEl>':C,;<sn BEGIN; 
Ef'l.DCl'\F = 1 1.•e: 
!F ocac~~E = •1•s 
iHEN G'.1 TO DCNE; 
ELSE NJ; 
NOEQ'-1: 
IF 01~.ccur,JY_NIJ~ ~= LAST_EPR_(NTY 
THEN DO; 
PUY PAGE ro1: {'ERROR L!SrING FCrt,. ., 
C.l\.:TY _Nt~ES ( CIRoCnU"JTY _t\UM J, • CCUNTV t l (COL C 30) ,J:.,1-. ,A); 
LAST_:RP._c~;TY = D!R.CCUNTY_~u~; 
E}.JQ; 
PUT SKIP 12 l EC!T !'THE ECU! PME!'ff t-.'UMSER IN THE FOLLOWING DIRECT 't 
•COST RECCPD Wf,$ NOT FOUND IN THE MASTEP FILE') IAtAl; 
PUT SKIP EDlT {O!RHAl; 
READ f'lE(')!RCCSTI !NTC IDIRI; 
GO TO NGECM; 
El''.D; 
Ef\:D; 
DCL TEQ~AST Fl'-E RECORil SECUENTIAL; 
CPE\I F!t.ElSEQl-'f.ST) INPUT; 
JPEN FlLEISYSPR!NTl LINESIZE!l321 PAGESIZEl60l; 
OPE.~ f!lEIDKVAL.'Jl I~Ptr.: 
OP!:N F!LEIINDCCST) INPUT; 
OPE~ F!LEID!RCOH l iNPUT; 







F~AI•• PROC CPT!CNSIMl!Nl; 





















REAC Fil_ElJt:GC!'·'..;") !"iTO {INC>; 
00 WHll E CIND_cq; 
I* FlND !QT!L lNDIPECl Cll5T COST FOR COUNTY *I 
TOT_!~D_CO'Tll'C.C~U~TY_,U~l = 
!~~Do S1JP _S.1\tf.:i::.I FS + l t..;DoCl. ER_~~LARI ES 
+ I"1,DoUTll_IT1~S +- INCof<LDG_C0SiS ..- !NC.,.EQ_DEPR 
+ p,-J.'.'XP_~cxs • !NC.SUPPL:ES + INC.MOVING_CCSTS 
* ;:r-.:e> .. EC_I~S; 
PEAD FiLEIINCCOSil INTC IINDl; 
END: 
REID FlLE(BKVt.l.Ul INTO IBKVILl; 
00 ~HllE (eKVA.l_SK}; 
1 TOY_~K_VAi...{l'.1.KV!.L"C~.:rv_l\UH) :;;: BKVALoVALUE; 
l PfAD FlLElBKVALUl !NTO IBKVAU; 
l H:O; 
INDEX= l: 
I• THE •AX VALUE OF !~DEX •UST BE CHANGEC AS CITIES ARE iocEC *' 
00 W~llE (INDEX <= 99t; 
1 IF :nr_BK_VAL(l~OEX> ~= (101'0' 
l ~HEN PATlGIINDEXl ~ TOT_!ND_COST(lNDEXl/TOT_SK_VALIINDEX); 
l ELSE RATIOIINDEXl • ll0l'0'; 








F!liA!N: P"l'JC ~P"!'JOt~SlMAlr..Jl; 





85 l l 
86 l l 
e; l l 
88 l l 
a~ I I 
90 I l 
91 l 1 
92 l l 
93 l l 
94 l l 
95 l l 
9c l l 
97 l l 
9e l l 
99 l l 
lCO l 1 
10 l l l 
102 l l 
103 l l 
l'l 4 l 1 
10~ l 1 
tJf X T: 
R.EAC FILF!SF;;i1.1,s..;TJ Lr~T'1 (l'-'$1~); 
f:-EAO FllEtC\><CC!'TJ !1JTQ CC!Pl: 
NEXT2: 
IF t-'$!RoC".J!JNTY_l\:lJ"l = O!RoCOUf'~TY_NUM t, MSTF'.oEC_Ntl"i = C!RoEC_NU"'i 
THEN CC"; /#. u 0 Dt..rE ltFE FIGURES FCR .ALL EClJID~ENi */ 
t-1::"':"~. !1-;r<_(r:~-;- Yfl. = l.1ST~oBOCK_V~.L UE * P..\TIG( MST~ oCC!JNTY_f\U!".); 
1-'ST':l = nI i::-1 ev t..Jt- .. ~E; 
~~~~ .. ~!LES_~IRS_LIF~ = ~STRo~ll ES_HRS_L!FE + ~STRoPILES_HFS_vR: 
M~;TRo FL!c:L_CSS~--L IFE" = fJ.t:TRo FUE! _COST_LI FE + M$TRo FlJEl_COST _ yp; 
P:S";Rol URQICtt>.·;;;_t_!FE =- MSTP.o'.Ui:.R.YlANTS_llFE • f'.'$-:-RolUBR!C/\NTS_YR; 
f-f~TR .. :r n ES_ 'U~ ~s _L 1 Fl.: =1'- s-n .. "f i HF: S_ T'JB F S._f_ ! FE + f.ISTR 0 T IR ES_rv s=: s_ YR; 
t-'$l"P 0 f x PEN_ p P«-1 S_l_ 1 FE= f<S rn 0 EX p EN_P.t.R T S_L T F E+MSTR 0 E XPEtl_Ppt1. "'! s_ YR; 
l•.-~-T«- • .t-'.-:TtFr:.Efl~_L!Ff = ~S1'Ro~-l~TIFF'':.EZE_L'.!Ff + l>'STPol ... N"'."!Ff<:E:EZE_YR; 
"'~TR .. ?i-::...TS_CC-='.f_L!FE = M5T?oPPFT~_CCST_L!FE + M$TPoPt.RYS_COST_YR; 
~~i·F"-olt!-<JR_CS~l_LIFE = "'SYF-oL.tHr:~_COST_1-lFE + MSTRoLhE0R_C0:)1"_YR; 
,...$~f':oDJ~~~--rIME_t.1FF: = 1-ST?oO.JW/'l_TI'"lf_LIFt + 1-'.STR..CCWf\_.'fl~E--YR; 
l"~Tf'.. ~.u1.1_R'.: 0 t. T P S_L ! f·E= M5: f R o'\JU'1_i::-i:: Pf. IR S_l ! FE + MST Ro NU~_F: EP.b,I RS_ YR; 
MSYR.IN)_CJST_lfFC = 1-"'STRol\:D_CO!=T_liFE -t t-'STRo'!t~D_CCST_YR; 
MSTR.DEPRf(ItTICN = {XSY~oOR!G_CO~T - MS1R.SALVAGE_VALUE> 
I DEP?.EC I AT I C~l_ y ~s {I-IS. :RoC LAS.£_CCOE); 
TEMP_RK_Vi.• •• ''$TR.80llK_Vt.LU'.; - ~SYR.DEPRECI.l.TION; 
!F TE"1P_a1<_vt.L > XSTF:.SALvt~GE_v.t.LUE 
THEN MSTR.~OCK_VALUE • T2~P_BK_V~L; 
EL~E M$TRo300K_VALUE = MSTR.S~~VAGE_VALUE; 
W~ITE F!LEITEC~ASTI FRCM !~STRl; 








F~AII<' PROC CPT!ONS (MPIN l: 








































































If t-S71'-... CCJ1~·i·f_t.J'.\ < GlP:,..(.CUH1"v_r...u.·-i I 
(MSTR.C.CU~TY_~!U"'I: CtRoCCUNTV_r-..:U"'I t:. M$"!"~ 0 EQ_~UM < DlR.EQ_l'\lJ,"!) 
iHEN CO; 
IF t'~.IR,..CGUNTY_NlJM .,: L,-..s;_EQR_cqry 
iHEN DC; 
PUf PAGE EDIT f 1 EFPO~ L!STING FO~ 1 9 
(~TY _Nf.."-'ES ( MSTR of.DU~!!'(_NUM) t t CCL!NYY 1 ) (COL ( 30} ,A, At A); 
tft-.ST_E 0.P_C!\TY = 1.1STPo('JUN-ry_~~V~; 
END; 
PUT SK!•(2l ECTT t·~c CIRECT tosr CARD W'S FOUND FOR T~E •• 
1 FUllJ'XlNG Plf:CE CF EOUIP,..£Ni:• )(,b,,A); 
PUT SKID EDIT t'FQU!P~ENT NO.: •,M.STRoEQ_NUMt'MAKE t. MCCEL: 't 
~ST~.~AKE_~CD~l, 1 ~ERIAL NOo: 1 ,~STR.SERIAL_NUMJ 
(t,,J., X (4),A 1 A,X{ 41,A,_'\); 
YiP!TE FILE!IEC~ASil FRCI-\ (?J:STRl; 
Pi'.P.D F!~ElSEC~l'STl !NTC (MSTRI; 
GO TC NEXT2: 
H!D; 
I* IF MSTR.COL"iTY_NUM > D!R.CCUNTY_1'UM I MSTR.EO_NUM > DIRoEO_NUM *I 
ELSE DO; 
DONE: 
IF D!R.C"U~iY_NUM ~= LASY_ERn_CNTY 
THEN Cr:>; 
PUT PAGE EDIT ('E5ROR LISTING FCR '• 
CNTY_N~~=~tCIR.COUNrY_NU~).' CGU~TY 1 )(COL(3011~rA1A>• 
LA S1' _ERP'_Cf\TY = DIR. CCUNTY _~U~; 
EN'.); 
PUT SK!Pl2l EDIT l'THE EQUIPMENT NUMBER IN THE FOLLOhING DIRECT '• 
•cusr RECORD ~AS ~Ci FOUND IN THE ~ASTER FILE' l!A,AI; 
PUT SKIP EDIT lDIR llA l; 
PEAD F!LE!DlRCGSil INTC (CIR); 









Listing of Program MAIN 
Step 3 
D-117 
s"An: PRJC CFT!CNSl"AINl: PAGE 3 
S":" ~1 LEV EL ~EST 
l SMAI~: PRGC CPT!C~S(~A!N); 
2 1 DCL l HSTP 9 
2 CC!J:-;~ Y_~~UM P!C 1 99S't 
2 ors.··r:rc: CHAR ( 2), 
2 EC_\'.U!-' CHA"( 8!, 
2 CU><_COOE PtC'99' 9 
2 Y!:.~<_1-'Ff) Crt!1{2)r 
2 ~FP_CCDE f.H/.P.(3lt 
2 E\Gl~E-~FR_coce CHf.'.=1{2), 
2 NU'~ _C lt.S CHA'.1(2)1 
2 !:<'~Gj:'!E_ iyP::; CH~c(l), 
2 X"'I :" .51 :::~~- iYPE CHAt:{l), 
2 Qq_!G_C'JS! PIC•9c;9<;q9yi.;:9t t 
2 ~AL V.~ Gf_ VA'. 1JE PTC 1 9S9S<;gV99•, 
2 8';(H<_\l!LUE PTC•9CJ9S99V~9 1 , 
2 DEP-<..':CI-~l!Ot~ P1C 1 9ssi;<;vscs 1 , 
2 "'-llt.:S'_H;::l:S_VR P!C•C}ggGq.;•, 
2 Fu.=i..._cJ<;-r_v~ PTC 1 9r;q-c;9v99•, 
2 LUP-~IC~-~tS_YR Prr,•9ssv9g•, 
2 itF.:s_~-lH:-E~_YR FIC 1 9999V9_9't 
2 EXP~rl_P~Q[S_YR PIC• 9SSSV9S' • 
2 f:f'..-;JF;;'f;::zE_YR PIC•999yqq1, 
2 P-""~r~-:s_c11sr_YR P!C• 9S9S9V99', 
2 t1-.e1°_c:c<:l_Yf} P!C•999S9V9<;• 0 
2 1,o_ccsr_vr PlC 1 9999')V99•, 
2 '-l!l':S_HC:~_1-IFE PIC:' 9<;9c;c9•, 
2 FUf~_C~~T_L•FE PIC•Q999c;v99t 9 
2 lUB~~C!NTS_llFE P!C:'9'7991/99', 
2 TiP-cS_TURES_llFE PlC'9<i99V99•, 
2 EXPc~_PbQl-~_LIFE PIC 1 9999V99 1 , 
2 .dt{Ylt:f,~EZE_LlFE P1C'9SSV99', 
2 PAC'S_CCST_LIFE PIC• 9999<"1V99 •, 
2 lAR·J~_cosT_UfE P!C• 99959199', 
2 TND_ccsr_UFE PIC'99gS4V'7S 1 , 
2 CLA')~--Q~SC CHAR(20lt 
2 MAKE_MJDEL CH/0(141 9 
2 s E0 1.\L_,UM CH!R(l4lt 
2 ENG!NE_CESC CH.~R(l4), 
2 CC_PUP~rASEO_FPCM CH.~P(l2lt 
2 DATE_PU~CHA~ED, 
3 FMCN CH!R(2lt 
3 PCAY CHtR!2l, 
3 PYR CH/R(2lt 
2 DATo_ClSPOSEDt 
3 C"'ICN CH.~P. ( 2 >, 
3 00.0 y CHAP(2lt 
3 CYR CHM.(2lt 
2 OI~PlSitTCN CHAR(llt 
2 WHECI 8b.SE CH!R(3l, v 
2 OOWC Tl~E_YR PIC 1 99~9'v I 
.... 2 oow~_TI~E-LIFE PI C '9999' t 
.... 2 ~UM_REPA!RS_YR PIC. 9<; It 00 
2 NU~_REPAIRS_LIFE P!C•999•, 
2 RATEO_HP CHARO l t 
2 oLA~KS CHtRI 241; 
SKA!N: PR')C CPr!ONS(M,\fN); 































IN r T < ';.. c-:....1 R ' , '1 c:.. vs 1 , •!.Lt. A },It K Fr:: • , • t. PP /- NJ: s Et , •Au c11 Br N • , • e E t-:.,.".1 t-., , 
• e tf CK 14~ ., K, , • r CL NE• , 1 e REM ::R • , 1 Puc 1-1 ~1 ~,... • , • et.: Et-:A v1 s .. -.a. • , 1 et!Tt c R • , 
1 C.At~Gl.lt-;• '•c .. ~r»ROLL', •ct..ss•, 'CED,\f(I ,•Cf!l'.1.C GC?cc•, 1 CHf.:D_(K£E•, 
'CHl(:Kf..S.~:.;· , 1 CLt..;:;.KE'1 1 CL.6Y', 'CLAYTCN', 'Cllt..TCN•, •ci::..ar.FCP C't'DA,l_t.l'.S't 
• tt. v1 s' , 1 o Ee 1.. TL~, , • rH:L Aw ft RE• , •DE s t'O IN E·; • , • c ! c KI t~s 'Jt-. 1 , • ot eu:i1; E •, 
• f:->.>'.ET •, 'Ft.-v::-r"':'=•, • rtovo•, 'FP...'\"'!Kl.I "', • Ffl"l.:t-1CtJi' ,• GRfE/\E •, •c;-Pu•Jov•, 
1 GUT r 0 IE 1 , ' H·\ v IL TC N • , 1 Ht r-.. C CCK 1 , 1 r ~ ::- o ! N •, 1 r /l r RI ~'IN 1 , • HENq 'r •, 
•Hr~t.P:C 1 , • HU"':3CLDT•, •10" • .. 1 IOWA',• J.l\CKSON•, • Jl.SPEr. •,•JEFFERSON', 
• J cH~~or..i •, •JJNts ', 'KCCKUK', •KOSSUTH•, • Lr::E •,•LI f\'N •, • LGUist •, •LUCbS •, 
'LYC~;• ,. !-..'~CI ')C't\' ,, Wt.Ht.SK!., lfJt..~lCN•, 't-'P.R~t-tLL 1 , •r--:It.LS' t •lri't'fCHELL•, 
•V['f':[,,\t:•, ·~~[i\)PCE•, tMft.;iGCMEPY',' l"U~C.\7INI'.'. •,•c• 1 BRTE1':•, 1 CSCEOLA. 1 v 
t p t-Gf I ' • pl\ LO !-L l 0. t • p Ly MCU!H' t • p CC! H"11~TA s I ' t PCtK • ' I POT l A \\AT1'A MI E. ' 
•PC n ~$.HI= K • , • P r r-.GGCL 0 1 , 1 ~AC• , • sc r:r; 1 , • s r. EL e v • , • s 10u x • , • sTo PY• , 
•1· .A ..... '-. ' , 'TAY!.. OK. 't 'UNI .:lN' t 1 Vt N. BUf. EN 't ' ~APE l LO 1 t t WAR RE~ 1 , 
e WI SHI ~G7GN' t I V-.AYNE• t. WEeS"'f tR l' 'WI f\~iEBAGO.' •wtNNESHI EK•, •woDOSURY'' 
1 W0RTH 1 , 1 WP.IGhT 1 ); 
CEP::O_(f!--l_LIFE P!C 1 999<i99V99 1 ; 
Clt_fP'"'H P!C 1 9c;vc;q9•; 
C!fC_CP"H_l P!C 1 9<;VSS9 1 ; 
C! ?-_ ! NC_C PV:H P!C 1 99Vq99•; 
cr;_r,0_C?"H_L P!C'9c;v<;c;g•; 
CFPR_D_ !_CPMh PIC'9SV999'; 
CEPP_D_I_CPMH_L FIC'9<iV99q•; 
TC'T _O!;~ PIC'9~9S~9$V9$•; 
TOT _cri:,_l PIC•9g9~S99V99•; 
TCi_COST PIC'9>9>999V99•; 
TOT_C05T_L P!C'9>9SS99V99•; 









5--~-A ! I\ : PROC CPf'Ic~s (~U'l l: PAGE s 
5: ... 1 LE\EL ~=sr 
1 E l C'C I_ Ct AS~_'1I_ >-J~S PIC 1 9999999' It.:! T ( ( 7 J I •J' } ; lS l CCL (!_A$S_i='.U:::L PJC 1 999<;c;9y<;9• ZNTT< (81'0' J; 
20 l OCL Cl t.S-3_L!J:3 PTC•9::+9<;Vq91 INI"';'((6}'0'l; 
21 l OCL Ct ass_f~JTIFZ P!C'9SS9V99• !N!T!(6)'0'); 22 l OCL Clt-~S_T!RE~ PtC'999S99V99' lrll7((8)'0 1 ); 
23 l OCL CLAS S_E XPE «I_ PARTS PIC 1 99999V99 1 1N!'{((7J'tl'J: 24 l r;c L ct Jo..::.~_ "''::t.:.l.1 '.='_P."'k:rs P!C'99<;99V99' lliHllH'O'I; 2 5 :. JCL ClAS~_~EPt1R_LA8CR PIC'99999V99 1 r1-.:11CC7J''J'>; 2< l ).ct Cl 1-~s_-.-OT_l)th P!C'9S9S:99V99 1 11-·rT< to>' o•,: 
21 l -Dtl CL:.ss_r:.:;..;t\'_ TI~::. Ptc•9c;q9c;t H'1Tl!5l'O'l: 2E l DCL Clt- ~ S_t.i.J-1-' _ ~E FAIRS P!C'9999' !N!Ttl4)'1) 1 ); 29 l C'CL CltSS_YOT_TNC P!C'999S99V<;:9• INIT{(SJ'C'); 
3C ! OCL (L,t..<::~_C:=PR':;(f\ PIC'9999'19V99' l1-~l7((8)'(\ 1 ); 
31 l DCL Cl.P.S s_c:i ST PlC'9SSS999V99• I 1·1 ! T ( ( 9 ) t 0 I ) ; 
32 l OCL Cl ASS_D~R_Z:PtJH PJC 1 99VS9q• Il»..J1(C5) 1 C•); 
33 l DCL Cl f.>S_Q_l_CP~H P1C'99V999 1 l~!IT((5l'i.J'l; 34 l DCL (L!,SS"_o_o_ t_CP~H PIC'9S-V999 1 IN!T((5J'0'); 3: l OCL Cl.C.5:~_~:_H1.$_L Ptc•9999q9qt ll\lJT((7)'0 1 ); 
36 l DCL Cl t SS_F 1 Jfl_L PlC' 99c;c;99yc;91 l"Fl!Bl'O'); 37 l OCL Cl ASS_Lu3_1_ P!C'9999V99' 1NTT{(6) 1 0'); 
38 1 DCl C Lt. S 5_ i'\"-lT1:: Z_L P!C'9999V99' !N!TC(6)'TJ 1 }; 39 l Drl CJ r.::s_·•y ~f.<-:_L P1c•9s9c;<;9v.:;9 1 l~J!7tC8l'C'J; 4C l DCL ('Lr.~ S_E X FE "'l_PARTS_I_ Ptc•99g9gv99• INI-i((7J•() 1 ); 
41 l OCL ClA5~_rEP~1~_Pt~TS_t_ PIC•9S999V99' lN!Tl {7 )' 0'); 
:, 2 l DCL CLASS_?,EP!-7P_LABOR_l PIC 1 9999'9v9<;• Hl 11 l ( 7 l • 0 • l ; 
43 l OCL Ct ~5S_"'"G1_?H_L PIC'9'19999V<79' lNlY{t8l'G'>; 44 l ')CL Ct a.ss_D~lW".J_"'i'!ME_L P~C*9S9SS 1 !MiiC {5)'0' ,; 
4< l DCL fl i\S S_flU "_, E Pa IRS_L PiC'9999' JNITt{4)'0'); 4c l Oct Ct Ass_ :'Ji_ IN c_L P!C'9999qgy99• !N!T((Bl'U'); 
41 1 DCL tt ,•ss_nE P?~n_t P1c•9999<.;9vc;9• !NIT< (8)' 0'); 
48 1 OCl Clt c S_COST _l Ptc•9<;nq99y99• IN lit (9 )•I)•); 49 l DCL (t i.5'.S_DlR_i.Pt-'H_L P!C'9SV<;t;9• IN I j*-( C 5 > '0' J : 
50 l or::.. CUSS_D_l_CP"H_L P!C'9<JV999• 1N!i((5l'O•); 
51 l DCL Cl~cs_o_O_l_CPMH_L PIC' 9SV<1'19 1 IN!i((5·J'C!'); 
52 l on. cnv_FUl:l. Ptc•9q9q999v99• It~! T t t 9 l 1 C' } ; 
53 . DCL Ct-J'TY_LL'.ll, PI C1 91?999V99' IN :T ( '7 ) '(l I ) ; . 
54 l DCl C>:IY_J.NT! FZ PIC'9SSSV9S' IllJT( (6 l'O'l; 
55 l DCL CNTY_Tlf>£S PIC 1 999'79~V99' INI~!((8)'0 1 ); 
56 l DCL CNTY_EXPE~_PIRTS P!C'999SS9V99' !N!T((Bl'O' l; 
51 l DCL CNTY_REPAIR_PARTS PIC'999999V99' !NIT(( 8 l' O'l; 
58 ! DCL CNTY_RE?h!R_LABOR PIC 1 999999V99' IN Ii ( ( 8 ) ''3 • > ; 59 l DCL o:·;v_TOT_orn. Ptc•9.;:9<;999v9<;• INI1'((91'0'l: 60 l OCL CNTY_TCT_!NO PIC 0 9999999V99 1 INIT119l'O'l: 






s .. n~: P!<OC QPT!CNSl~!\!N);. 

















DIR_FORM: Fr:s. !-',.. ..... t cci. < 3) 'i'"', cct c isl, A, CCL< 31 l, P • zzzzz9 •,cot (3''7 >, 
.P 1 ZllZSVo9~',CQL(4~),P'ZZZ9Vo99 1 ,COL(5S),P 1 ZZ~~o~9•, 
c CL < 6 7 1 , P • z z z z <JV o 9 "i • , c t'L t 11 >, P • z zz z c;v o 99 •, COL t a 1 l ,,- :. 
P 1 ZlZZSV09q',CPL(S7),P'ZZZZ~Vo99 1 ,CCl(l08lrP'ZZZZZSV099't 
c OL ( 12 3 } ' p I Z9V 0 99 c; • ) ; 
TOT_FORM: Fn~-trlCCLl31,A1CCL!l2),A,CCL(27l,P'ZZZZZ9',C0L(36lt 
P' Z l Z l 9 1 t COL [ 43 I t P f ZZ Z 9 1 r COL { 5 2) t P 1 Z Z Z Z Z 9Vo 99 t t CCL ( 64) t 
P1 ZZZZZ9Vo99',C0L(76),P•ZZZZZ9Vo99 1 ,CCLtBBl,P 1 ZZZZZZ9V.9'i'• 
COLClUlJ,P 1 Z9V.99~•,coLt112>,P•zsvoc;9s•~coLc123>, 
P' Z9Vo9<79'); 
GRA~C_OtR: F0R~~Tl~CL(3Bl,P'2ZZZZ9Vo99'1COL!48l,P 1 ZZZZ9Vo99 1 ,COL<58lt 
P 1 ZZZ~Vo99 1 ,COLl66),P'ZZZZZ9Vo99•,CCL(76ltP 1 ZZZZZ9~o99 1 t 
CrL€86),P' ZZZZZ9Vo~9',CCL(96) 1 P•2ZZZZ~V.99•,CCL(l07), 
P'llllll~V.99'); 
GRANc_ToT: FnRMAT (CCL ( 51 l, P' Z ZZ ZZZ9Vo 99• 9 COL ( t3 l, P' ZZZZZZ SV. S9', 
COLl75l,P'ZZZZZZ9V.99',COL!881,P'ZZZ2ZZ9Vo99'l; 
DCL LAST_YEAR FIXED OEC!4l; 
DCL l TCC~YS_CA1E, 
2 C_Y!:f.r CHIRl2lt 
2 C_l'.'1N_DAY CHARl4l; 
TOCAYS_DATE B DATE; 









'g'ith!\,: 1'.~JC CPTICNS PU IN I; 





























DCL YRQTR P~!NT F!LEI 
OCL YFTQT PRl•T FILE; 
OCL L!FEO!R P~INT FILE; 
DCL LIFETC7 P~tt1T FILE; 
OCL FEC"•ST fiLE RECCRO SECUENTIALl 
ON ENDFILEIFEC~~ST> GO TO OCNEI 
~N ENCP•GEIYFO!RI BEGIN; 
Cfll HEAC!NGS; 
E~D; 
OPE~ F!LEIFEQ,.,ASTI INPUT; 
OPEN F!LE!YRDIP-1 L!NESIZE11:2l PAGESIZE(60ll 
OPEN FlLEIYRTCTl L!NESIZE!l::Zl PAGESilE!60l; 
OPE~ FILEILifED!Rl LINi:S!Zf(l.32) PAGES!ZE(60l; 
OPEN FILEILIFETOTl LINESIZECl3Zl PAGESIZEl60l; 






SI.IA! .... : ?ROC CPTICNSl~l!N>; 
ST>T lEHL ~EST 














l \l I I l 
lil 2 l l 
in:: I I 
~- (' 4 l. l 
10 5 1 
106 1 l 
lll 7 1 l 
lu s l l 
!C 9 l l 
110 l 
111 l 
ll 2 l l 
113 l l 
114 l 1 
115 l 1 
lit 1 
! 1. 7 l 1 
118 1 l 
119 1 l 
lZO l 1 
121 1 
REt.C f:lLE(Ff;;.:1"f.STl ·INTO (MS!R); 
l_AST_Cf\"'"Y_!'-.V"t = cou~~TY_NUM; 
NEXTCCLN"TY! 
CnL ~EA DINGS; 
NEXTCLllSS: 
PUT SK!Pt2l Fjl~(yqc!Rl E0!11'EOU!PMENT CLASS - •,CLASS_OESCl 
{X{3),A,~); 
PUT SK!?(2l F!! £(YRTC1'> ECIT('ECllIP~ENT CLASS - 'tCLASS_DESC) 
(X(3J,.l.,Al; 
PUT SKlP!2l FllElllFECIP.l Et!Tt'EOUIPME~T CLASS - •,CLASS_DESCl 
lX(3l,A,_6.); 
PUT 5KIPl2l F!LE!L!FETDT) ECIT!'EOUIPMENT CLASS - '1CLASS_DESC) 
(X{3)9.~.,_\); 
NE Xi!:;:Q: 
TOT _CIR c FUEl__COST _YR + LUBRlCJ\"ITS_ YP + TIRES_ TUBES_ YR + 
EXPEt.'_P/>.~YS_Y~ + /NTIF~EEZE_YR + PftR;S_COSY_YR + 
LAP.CR_cns1_vt't; 
TOT_CIP._L = F!JFL_CCST_LlFE + LUB~ICANTS_LIFE + TIRES_TUBES_l!FE + 
EXPHl_P•~IS_L:FE • ANT!F!\EEZE_LIFE • PIRTS_cosr_LIFE + 
Lt.FCR_CCSY_L!FE; 
DEPi\fC~_L!FE = ~R!G_cosr - ECCK_VALIJE: 
TOT_CO~T = TOT_O!R + IND_CO~T_Y~ + CEPRECIAT!CN; 
TOT_cosr_L = T<1T _C!R_L • !NC_COSl_L !FE + CEPRECN_LlFE; 
If V!lfS_HPS_YR ,. (6) 'O' 
TrEN DC: 
C!R_CP~H = TCT_ClR I M!LES_HRS_YR; 
GJ~_!ND_CP~H = !iO°i_D!P + IND_cosr_YRI I nLES_HRS_YR; 
D"PP_D_I_CP-~ = TOT_COST I MILE$._H:<$._YR; 
END; 
ELSE CO; 
OIR_CP'"1H = (5) •o•; 
DlR_lMD_CP"'lH = (5)•0•; 
DfPl'_D_I_CPM~ = (5) '0'; 
ENO; 
IF MlLES_HRS_L!FE ,. 16)'0' 
THE~ DC: 
D!~_CPMH_L = TCl_DIR_L I MILES_Hl'S_LIFE; 
D!F_!ND_CP~H_L = (TOY_C!~_L + IND_COST_LIFEl I MILES_HRS_L!FE; 
CFPR_D_!_CP~~-L • TOT_CCST_L I MlLES_HRS_LIFE; 
END: 
ELSE CC: 
CEPR_D_I_CPMH_L ~ (5)'0 1 ; 
CI~_lND_CP~H_l = {5)'0 1 ; 
CI~_CP~H_l = (5)'0•; 
ENO: 
PUT FILE ( YRO! R l EC IT! EQ_NUM tMAKE_MO OELi ~ILES_HR S_ YR, FUEL_ CO Sl_ YR, 








S"AlN: nee OPTIC'NS1"4INI: 




, 2 ~ l 
p· _, l 
127 l 
128 l 
12 ~ l 
130 l 
13.1 1 
13 2 l 




13 1 1 
138 l 
l: <; l 
l4~ l 
14 l l 
14" l 













PUT fILECL!FEC!r;) EL:ITC c_rn..;P.,M;'\i(~-"QC:r·1.,~llt~_t<P:S_llFE, 
FU::L_C Gs T _L ! r t t L;ePr c \~rrs_L 1 F2 'ANT If r,_ E~ zc_t IF~, 
TI~ ~S._ TlJ3 ES_L F ~ t EX PE ~-P.a f::T~ _l IF'.:, PAR iS_CQST _L 1 FE, 
L\ 'l CP._C cs T_L! E o'"CT _DP_t.. Cl r._c PMb _L l ( p WI? _FOR~ l I; 
PUT FILE ( YR.~·oT) E Cli ( E-Q_t-:UM t f-l~K ~-MD CCl ~ '1! LES_l-hS_ YR, DOW1':_ il f'E_ YR, 
N'J"l_-p::; Pt!"' s_ v r.-, TOT _O I~- r 1 ~: D_C·!S"f _ Y"l t CE PR fC 11' ! ION, T CT _CO ST t 
c:r i:z_c ::>~t-' r: ~ r _(HQ_( pt.i_H 'o:: P?._t_!_C p 1-'H} (~(TOT _FG~M)) ; 
PUT FllF.(LIFl::Y11 °r} ED!T( Q_~lU!-1,M . \KO::_M'lC'EL,MlL~S-HRS_LlFEt 
DOW ,_7! ~E_L! F , ~l' •_RE P.t i:c~_l ! FE, TOT _D IR_L, INC_CCST_LIF E, 
DEP ~.EC.rl_'_ IF E, r• _ccsr _Lt D ! R._CP ~H_t t CI R_tNO_CPfiH_L, 
DEPR_~_!_C"?YH_l. }{!:(TDT_FDR.M)}; 
CLA S_~t_HRS = ~LAS~_~!_HRS + M!L~S_b~S_YR; 
CLA S_M!_t-?"t:._l = CL,~5$_ .. ~t_HPS_L + 1'1 tLE.>_HRS_llFE; 
CL~ S_FUEl = Ct~s~_FUEL. Fl!EL_co~r_vF; 
CLA~S_FUEL_I. = ClASS_Fll~l_L + FU~l_CCST_LIFE; 
CLASS_l~R • CLASS_LUe + LUE~!CA~TS_YA: 
Ct..b.-C::S_lLG_l = C:'.1'.~-S_LU'?i_l + LUBRXCfNTS_L JFE; 
~L.lSS_.A~rrtFZ = CL/>SO::_t:r'IFZ T ANYI_FO.EfZ'.':_YR.; 
CL.\S~_i.t.:"!"IFZ_L = CL".SS_~t\TIFZ_l + t.N7IF?.EEZE_LtFE; 
Ct:.ss_T!f~f~ = CL.£:SS_1l!i.ES + !~r=:s_rusrs_YR; 
CLA';S_Tl?.EC:._L = ClA$S_l?RES_L +- TIPES_T·IBES_t!FEi 
CLASS_EXP~N_PAQ~~ = Ct~~S-~XP~~-PARTS + EXDEN_PAPTS_YRi 
CL&~S_FXPE~_PARTS_L • CLASS_EXPEN_PART~_L • E~PEN_PARTS_LIFE; 
Clt~S_R[PtIR_P~~TS = Cl~S~-~EPA!R_P~RTS + PARTS_COST_YR; 
Cl.t s~_rf'Phl!{_Pt'!\i$_1_ = Ct..~.$S_RFP.t..!11_Pt:.r.TS_L + PPR'fS_COS'f_LIFE; 
CL.6 ss_r.f Pf\ t:<:_Lt '3QR : Cl t.SS_F EPA!R_L!\BCP + LABCn_cosr_ yp; 
CL~Ss_rr•Al•_LABnR_L • CL•5•_REP•IR_Lf B~R_L • LAeOR_COST_LIFE; 
Cll~~S_Tr,T_DI'"\ = CLA3S_TDT_DIR + "iOT_D!K; 
CLt:SS_TOT_DIR_L = CLJ,$$_TO"'.'"_CtP_L + Tf\Y_Dl'l_L; 
CLAS~_DUkN_fI~E = CLASS_oc~~-YJVE + DCWN_Tt~e_v~; 
Cl.!\";$_COWN_Tl1'1f_L = CLf.~S_cow~1_rt\1F_t + OO;olN_Tl""E_lIFE; 
Clfl.~5_NU""_i'=-PA!RS = CLA~S_f\C,.._r-EFli.I RS + MUM_REP~IRS_YR; 
cL."~~.s_t:•.i,.,._R.2 PArq_s_L = c~~.ss_Nu1-1_R.~PAtPS_L + flit..M_REPAIRS_ltFE; 
Ctf.SS_TOT_l'lD • ClASS_T'1T_l~D • INO_cns·r_YR; 
CLASS_1'.H_rrrn_L • CLASS_TOT_IND_L + I~D_CCST_LIFE; 
CLASS_CEP~ECN • ClASS_DEPPECN + DEPRECliTION; 
CL.~H_DEPPECN_L • CLASS_DEPl'ECt<_L + CEPRECN_LIFE; 
CLASS_COST = CLASS_COST + TCY_COST; 
CLASS_COST_I. = CLASS_COST_L + TOT_COST_L; 
LAST_EC_NUM = EC_~u~: 
LASr_CLhSS • CLASS_caoe; 







S)<AI~: P?.]C CPT!CN$(~\INl; 























































































































































READ F!tE{FEC1.1A<:;TJ !,\ID (•{$TR); 




PUT SK!Pt2l FllEfYRD!Rl EDIT ( •GHND TC'TALS'oCNTY_FUEL,CNTV_LUB, 
c·rry _.~!'r;-r FZ tCNTY _-i· ! RES i Ct~TY _EX ?EN_P ft RT st c ~;ry_RE FA I R_PARTS. 
C'!7 Y _ ~EP A!R_U.BOR ,CN?Y_Y()T _D! R l ( X ( 6 l, A, R ( GR,!.NC_CIP) l; 
PUT $i\!P!?) FitECYK1"01") Etif f 'Gf.llNO TOTALS~,CNYY_iOY~CIR, 
n:rv_ YOi _l NC,CNTY_DEP".~:~. Cl'i'Y _COST) Ix (6 l, "·" ( GRANC_TOT l l; 
CLt!S_MJ._HRS = t7J •o•; 
C.Lf,$5._FUEL = (S)'tl'; 
CLA!$_1 UB = C6l'O•; 
(lf;SS_tNi'Ii="Z = (6l'C'': 
CLi:SS_T!Pf'.:'~ =<SJ•.")•; 
(LA.SS_ExPt:'~_PAl"·rrs = (7)'0•; 
ClASS_1'EP"'.R_PARiS = (7"1 1 0°; 
Cl1SS_rFP!!fi_LABCR = C7>•o•: 
(LtSS_l'JT_OlR = (8) '0'; 
CLA~S_or~N_,.IME = (5) 1 J•; 
CLC.S:~-~~U,,._t..;F.Q.IRS = (4l 'O•; 
CliS.5 iOT !~)C ={8)'0 1 ; 
CtASS=o::rR:cN ={8)'·)•; 
Clt~~-('.iST = (9)'0'; 
Cl.£-SS"_DTR_(;P1"H = {5)'0•; 
Cl !~S_D_!_rD1"'H :::: (5l 1 Q•; 
Clf!S_D_O_!_CP~H = (5)'0'; 
CLA:>S_MI_H~S_L = (7)'0•; 
(t.~S"'.C_F•.l~L_L = {8)'0': 
Ctt·S<;_tue_t z t6l•o•; 
CLfSS_L~l!!~Z~L = f6)'~•; 
Cl~~s_~!RE5_l = tBl'O•; 
Cl .t<.~!:_EXPf'\!_PAi.r':S_l = (71'0': 
Cl!.SS_~'=°Pf\tl'._PAR'TS_l = (7)'0'; 
CLA~S-~ f Pf..lfl_l.4.BOR_l = (7) 'O I; 
Clb.S~_--:-0·1_')'.tf:_t. = (8) 1 U•; 
(lr-~c_onw:-i_-il"'E_L = csJ•o•; 
Clf.SS_HU'-l_;<_fP!\!RS_L = (4)'0 1 ; 
Cl/\S$_iJ:T_Il'-1C_L = (J3J•11•; 
CL:\SS_nr:PR~CN_L = fS>•o•; 
ClASS_COS~l_L = (9) •o'; 
C\ASS_OI~_CP~H_L m (5l'O'; 
CltS5_D_I_CP~H_L ~ l5l'0'; 
Cl..~.:-;~_D_O_l_CP1"'H_L = {5) If)'; 
Ct-.:TV_FUtt = (9)'0'; 
Cl\TV_ll!B • (7) 1 0 1 ; 
C~-iV_Ar-'r!FZ = (·6)•~•; 
C~iY_TlP.CS = (8) 1 0 1 ; 
CNTY_EXPEN_OftRTS c (RJ•n•; 
CNTY_REPUR_Pl>llTS • 181'0'; 
CNTY_REPAIR_LASOR • IBl'O'; 
c~"iv_1or_oIR • 191•0•; 
CNTY_'TOT_IND •191 '0'; 
























































































































$MAI•: PPOC CPTICNSIMUNl; 





















































































IF LAST_CU.SS = CLASS_CDCE 
Tt-·EI\ IF EO_~U"i = lAST_EO_f\UH 
THE• GO TC NEXTRECCRO; 









Ct -~S $_ t;X Ff·~- FARTS 
Cl~~~_><EP~•o_p~RTS 
Ct.\S:S_ ..... f::P,\ If::_LASOR 
CltSS_T0T_DIP 
c L .e. s s _oe \.tr-.:_: 1 ME 
CllS!_N~•-~EPIIRS 
Ct.\'5~_T0f_11\JC 





Cl A 5-. s_ '-'I _H~.s_L 
(l fJ SS_PJ~l_L 
Cl f.S~_l.UB_L 




CU.~$_< E Pt.1 O_L HOR_L 
CLASS_;Jr_~TR_L 
(Lf c; s_o~~N-.,.. I "l.E_l. 
Cl f$$_Nue_«SPAIRS_L 
Cl .C.S S_ TCJT _ t ND_L 
cu.ss_~f PREC ~-L 
cu s s_co.sr _L 
cuss_ot R_C PMH_L 
C!ASS_o_I_CPeH_L 
CLASS_o_o_I_CPMH_L 
GO TO NEXTCLASS; 
:; t7> •n•; 
= {8)'0'; 
= f6} 1 0 1 ; 
= {6)'!J'; 
:(8) 10'; 
= {7} 1 0 1 ; 
( 7) I 1) I ; 
=- (7)*(1'; 
= (8) 1 0 1 ; 
= (5}'0'; 
=(4l 1 0•; 
=(S) 1 t1 1 ; 
:::(81'0'; 
= (9) 1 0•; 
= {5J•tl 1 ; 
= {5}'0'; 
* (5)'0'; 
• (7) 1 0•; 
= (f3)'0'; 
a: (6)•(l•; 









= (8) 1 0'• 
c (9) 11)•; 
• (5) 1 0 1 ; 







s~rr~: P"-OC CPTICNSC~UNI; 











































































P'ZZZ9V.99'tC~L(58),P 1 ZZZ9Vo99•,COL{67},P'ZZZZ9Vo~9 1 r 
COLC77),D'ZZZL9Vo~9 1 ,COL{87J,P 1 ZZZZ~V.99 1 ,ccL(97), 
P1 zzzzqv.99•,coL<1oe1,P•zzzzz9v.99•,ccL<l23) 9 P•Z9v.q99•1; 
CLASS_TOT: FORe~~<CCll261,P'ZZZZZZ9' 9 C0l(36),f'ZZZZ9'.rCOLC431 1 ? 0 ZZZ9't 
COLC5!1,P'ZZZZZ9V.99',COL(641,P'ZZZZZ~V.99•,ccLl761, 
P'ZZZZZSVo99•,coL(88),P'ZZZZZZ9Vo99•,coLCl01),P 1 Z~V.999•, 
C~Lt1121,P•Z9Vo99~·.ccL<l23l,P'Z9V.~S9 1 ); 
IF Cl.&.SS_Ml_t-RS ..,: (7)'0' 
THEN DC; 
cu. ss_o YR_c PMH = CLA!'S_ TOT_DIR I CLiss_~I_HRS; 
CLAS~ _D_ l_CP~H = I Cl.~SS_TOT _DIR+CLASS_TOT _!ND l/CLASS_HI_HRS; 
cu.s<;_D_O_I_CPMH = CLASS_CCST I CLASS_~I_HRS; 
Et!D; 
ELSE 00; 
C1_f.:.~S_D_I_CPMH = t5J •o•; 
CL•.ss_D_D_!_CP"H = 151'0'; 
Cl.AS~_DJ~~CPMH = (5}•0•; 
E~:o; 
IF C"l.ASS_Ml_~RS_L ~= (7) '<" 
THEN C'J; 
Cl.~SS_Cl~_CP,_,H_L = CLASS_TOT_O!R_l I CLASS_M!_HRS_L; 
Cl~ ss_o_l_CPMH_L = (CLASS_ TOT _oIR_L • CLASS_TOT_lNC_L I I 
Cl. ASS_~l _HRS_L; 
Cl.f-SS_O_O_!_CPMH_L = CLA~S_COST_L I CLASS_MI_HRS_l; 
EN[!: 
ELSE DC\: 
Cl •\SS_D_l_CPMH_L = (5) •o•; 
CLfSS_D_D_l_CPMH_L = (51'0'; 
rLA.SS_orq_CPMH_l • (5) 10'; 
fND; 
PUT SKIP(21 Filf!VROIRI EDITC•CLASS TOTALS'oCLASS_~!_HPS,CL~SS_FUEL, 
c L.'.S !' _LUB, CLA.;~_,_ 'TI F z, CL ftSS_< I qes, CL ftSS_EXPEN_PARTS, 
CL' SS_'CEPAl R_PMT ~, CLASS_REP.~IR_U.BCR 1 CLA$S_ TOT_DIRt 
cu.ss_o IR_<:P~H 1 
(X(6) ,A,RCCLASS_crr.11; 
PUT SKIP12l F!LHV<YCTl FD!1 ('CLASS TOTAlS'tCLASS_Ml_HOSt 
Cl.~. SS_CCWN_ YI 'lE t Cl.1-$$_,'IJM_REPA! RS t CLASS_TOT _O IR, 
cuss_ rn _ lNO,C LA ~S_DE PRECNtCLASS_~ cs T. CLASS_CIR_CP~H, 
C\ ~SS_D_l_CP~H,CUSS_c_o_1_cPMHI. 
(X(6l,A,R(CLASS_TCTll; 
PUT SKIP(21 FH.ECLtFECIR) ECIT ( 'Cl~SS TOIALS•,cLAss_~I-HRS_L, 
cu.s~_FUH_t ,CLAS$_LUB_L, CL~ss_iNT IF l_lt CLi,ss_T IRES_L, 
CtA SS_E XPEN_PARTS_L,CLASS_REPAI ~-PARTS_L, 






S~AI~: p;rnc CPTICNS(~UNI; 
SYl-T LE\IEL NEST 
25C 2 
281 2 
PUT SKIPC21 F!L~(L!FETJ71 EC!T ('CLASS TOTALS'1CLASS_•!_HRS_L 1 
CL~Ss_cc.~_T!eE_L,CLASS_NU"_PEPAIRS_L,CLAS~_lOT_DIR_L, 










S~AIN: PRQC CPT!CNS!~h!Nl; 

























CDLU•N_ST!RY = f~25 - Lf'MGTHCNTY_tlAMcS(COUNTY_NUMlll I 2; 
PUT PAGE FtlEl y:;GIP.. l EDIT {("'J'.Y_~,A.ME$(CQUl\TY_l\U1"J,• C0Uf.:TY 1 ) 
(CCL t C l'.'l !J•.t:.J_ST t~T ) t·~ t -~- ) ; 
PUT P~GE Fll.ffV<TCTl EDIT CCHY_"~MES!COUNTY_~U~l,' CCUNTY' l 
(CQL(C~LlJ'-1~~-s:t-.~T },\,.a); 
PUT r~GE FILFCL!fE)T«) .:c1-;- (CkiY_N·\ME~tCCUNTY_t-:UM).• CCUN.f'I'') 
((0L(SGLU~~-27~~Tlt~tA); 
PUT Pt.G~ Fll.Ctl!<FiCTl EDIT l~NTY_rt~~ES!CCUNTY_NUl'J,• COUNTY') 
t COL ( i::t U"'N_s·; I rt.i), /t.v A); 
PUT SKJPl2l FJLofYOClf'l ECI"i IL~ST_YEM, 
' EOUJP~E'T DtFECY GPE~t~!NG CCSTS'l(CCL(48),F(4)tA>; 
PUT S~I?t2> F!~~tLIFFCl~) FC!! 
{'L!FFYIME ~Ct...:lP"".'::'JT CIP.fCT OP£Rft."itNG COST!'l{CQLt46l,Al; 
PUT SKJP F!~eCYFTCT> EO!l{lA:T_YEAPt 
t ~ouIP~ENT T~Yll CPERtT!NG C0STS•)(C0Ll49),F{4),A); 
PtJT 5K!P Fit fflIFET~JfJ £C!T 
(•ttFET! 1·"= ECtJtt>f-lftlT lCT.'-.t OPER~.Tlf\G ccsi-s•)(t(•t.(47),f,); 
PUT SKIP F!LEcv;0IRl :::D1T{•1o•-,'tL D'RF.C1 1 l(COl(llOl,A); 
pu·r SKIP r1t:;(y;<.f)IR.l E!)rTt•t(U~PfJE~!'f't 1 \.1lLES/•,•f1"'.iTitt 
1 EXD~fD~BL~ REPA'R REP~IR 1 ?•D!~ECT CPM/ 1 ) 
(C('L (4) 't..,COL (31 )9f., Cot (60 ),A, cot (76 ),!.,CQL( llO) 9t.}; 
PUT St<IP Fil.E{Yi\D!K.) rnr:c 1 1\Ul~BS:R /"AKE£. 1-'CCEt HC'URS FUEL't 
'LUfCJ(_ANTS FR~ElE TIP.ES P~P.TS PIP.TS LABCR't 
•:osr: (PH') (CCtf 5>,A, COlf48),..4,COlfll0),AJ; 
PUT S!<IP FllF.tLIFfOT_~) !.:Dl1t'TO!AL DlPF.Ci 1 )(C0l(ll0lt~); 
PUT SKIP FTlEtLIFEOTR.) ED!'T( 1 ECU!PMEN7't 'MilES/ 1 , 1 ANTl't 
1 EXPE:t-'S.t.BtE P.EP-'l.!.R ~EP:\!1.','DI~EC< CPM/ 1 ) 
CrrLt4) 9 A,CCl.(31},~,C1LC60l,&,COt(76JrArCCL<ll0ltAl; 
PUT SK!P F!LE(LIFEDIRl EDtrr•Ku•eER MtKE E ~CCEL ~OURS 
'LIJBR~C'\t~iS FRE!.:ZE 1If>E.S Pt~TS PART$ LABCP•t 
'Cf'ST$ CPY' >tC.CLC5J,f.,COL{48), . \,COlfll01 9 /. ); 
PUT SKJP(2J Flto{YR1r.Tl ED!Tl'TCT-'L TCHL 't 
'C!Rff.":'" '* C!:?r>i:_:c +•)(C('!..{54),A~CIJL(lll),t,); 
FUEL't 
PUT $KTP F!l.~(Y'Q.YC!J EO!Y ( 'EOUlPMEf\Y•,' tJXLES/ OOWN TlMES•t 
'CtRFCT !NDI~:tT•, 1 T0TAt OIRfCT lNDIRECT DIR+ INOIR'l ( c::t. f 2) , .\,CG I. t 2 7 ) , L', CG l ( 54 l, .A., COL { 91 ) , _A_ J ; 
PUl SKIP F!L~ C Yt!:IOTJ EOti" t 'NUt-'BER !111\KE £. l>ICCEL HOURS•, 
'T!ME REPAIRED•, •cosrs COSTS DEPRECIATION•, 
•cnsr ('.P"llCPH','(Pf'/CPH CPf-'/CPP') 
([Olf3l,A,~CL(~7l,~.coL(54l,A,COL(92ltA1CCL(llll1ll; 
PUT SKlPf2l Fl!E!LlFETOfl EC!Tl'TOTtL TCT.4.!.', 
•rIPECY + CEPOEC ••)(COLl54ltAoCOL<lll),t); 
PUT SKIP Fl! E(LlFEcTl cO!T ('EQUIPMENT',• ~ILES/ DOWN 
'D!PECT INOIRECi•,•TCTAI. DIRECT INDIRECT 
IC8Lf2l,A,COL(27),,,coL(54l,A1COl{9ll1Al; 
TIMES•, 
DIR + INDIR'l 
PUT SKIP FILElLIFETCTl EDIT ('NUMBER MAKf & ~COEL HOURS't 
'TIME REPA!RrD't'COSTS COSTS CEFRECIATION't 









,S~AtN: PF.QC CPTICNSl"AlNI; 
$7~T LEVEL NEST 
30 5 l 
30t 2 












CN1 l'_FU'=l := C~TY_FUEL + CtA.SS_FUFL; 
CN7Y_LUB = CNTY_LL'2 + CL.6SS_!...U8; 
CNTY_t'~TIFZ :i: c~~:v_.or--./!!FZ + CL!.SS_ANTIFZ; 
CNT't_"!"I?.ES = CNTY_Tl'1.~S +- Cl,SS_TI~=S; 
CNTY_EXPE~_PARTS = CNTY_EXPEN_PARTS + CLASS_EXPEN_PARTS; 
CNTYJEPfl"_?~0TS = C~TY_PEFAH_PARTS + CLASS_REPA!R_PARTS; 
C~1 Y_<\EDf.JF._LAB:JR = CNTY_PEFA!R_LA3C~ + CLASS_PEPAIR_LAeOR; 
CNTY_"i0T_CIR= c~~TY_Tci_DIR ... CLASS_TO"f_OIR; 
CNTY_TOT_INO = CNTY_TOT_!ND + CLASS_rcr_nD; 
CNTY_CEPRECN = CNTY_DEPRECN + CLASS_DEPRECN; 








S><AI~: Pi\OC CPTICNSl"AI~)i ,_,_ 















PUT $KJ?C2l FILE(Yt-DI~l EDIT [ 'Gf;~l<O TOTALS',CNTY_FUEL,CNTY_LUBt 
CNTY_A~"!'! F Z ,CNTY ..;i ! RES, CNTY _EX PE~l_PPRTS,CN".'Y_RE PA lR_PARTS, 
O!TY_R!:PAIR_L\ BOR ,CNTY_TOT_O! R 11 X ( 6), A, RI CRAl'<C_C! !< l l; 
PUT $KlPC2l F!LE(YRTCTl EDIT [•GRIND TCTALS•,C~TY_TDT_DIF, 









Listing of Program CTYSUMRY 
'" 
E CC-LS.l!ot: ?ROC CPl l CNS {~A I t-l l; 










~OCLSUM: P~.uc (P1"IC'flSt~\!N'}; 
I* PfU'"!G~A~ C"<Y::Ul-'.?.Y •I 
I• TH:S PP?GR~M t_ISTS FAST YEJR ANb LIFETI~E CPM/CPH *I 
I* AVEl<.>G:'S FCR UCH CCUN"'fY, DISlRICTt A~C FOR THE WHOLE */ 
'* srp·e, WITHIN EtCH EQUIPMENT CLASS. */ 
I* THIS PRnGP\M JS ONE OF EIGHT COMPUTER PROGRAMS 1.H!Cli FORM */ 
'* THE •cc·;PUTC'\ BASED INFCRMATION SYSTEM FOR COUNTY EQUIPMENT *' 
I* CC~"!" R::COF.')S"~ *I 
I* WR!i?EN BY •/ 
I* SYS"."E·V.~ DIVISION */ 
I* COLt EGE OF ENGINEERING *I 
I* THE U'IIV"OSITY'OF ICWA */ 
I* IJWA CITY, IOWA */ 
I• JULY 1975 *I 
DCL ue:;F FILE PECORO SEQUE~TIAL; 
DCL CUT FILF. P:'.;.lt~T; 
'* 
DFCL~RE Tl<E $TRUCTUPE FOR THE EQUIP>IENT COST RECORDS. 
OCL l EOU!P_M$TR_FlLEt 
2 CC1UNIY_NG 
2 P!SYR!C1_Nc 
2 EQ_t~ 1J .\ 
2 ct r_:;5_c0c:: 
2 UNUS:;n_P:\ T·\_l 
2 MILES_~rs_YE~R 


















2 UNuSED_D/\ TA_2 
2 FILLE~ • 
OCI. CNTY_NM1ES(99) CHAR(Ul VA!\YING 
PIC'999't 












pi C I 9 9 <; 99 99 It 
PlC 1 999<;99•, 
PIC I 999S-9S-9•, 
PIC 1 999999'v 
PlC •9<;;9999•, 
PlC 1 999999it 
PlC 1 <J99S-9 •, 
P!C •99<;<;999•, 
PIC'9999999•, 




INITI 'I.OHR•, 'ADAMS't 'llLLA~f.KEE•, •1.PPANOOSE• ,•AUOUBQN' t' eEN"!"ON•, 
'BLACK HAWK• 1 • BC'ONE't 'BREMER' t' BUCHANAN' t 'BUENA VI STA',' eUTLER' t 








EQCLSU~: PROC CPTICNSl"Al'JJ; 





l (l l 




• < . , 1 
16 l 
17 l 
















'c !-I'£ c '<./. '3 .~ \-4 I ' I c L \":;:KE t ~ I c L c. y t ' • cl A Y"'!'TIN' t I:: I_ l k ..... CN I ' I c 1./' :..'.F (~ c I ' ff) .. ~ t LAS. ' 
• c ~' v ! s • , ' o EC -:-, T UK • , • DCL ~-wt RE• , , oE~ r-in r NE:> • , 'c r c Kr NS Cit! •, • D t.:Bu•::iu E.* , 
' E~""-f l' ' t F ,,_'( ::.1; = t' I :=1 0 YD t , IF ~-~\NK l l NI ' ' F ~:.:"'Chi' I ' I GK E f: ~~E t' 'GP.UN CY I' 
1 GUTri?.lE 1 , 1 r~"'!;..TG!'.' 1 9 1 H~f\CGCK 1 , 't-:A.FO'.;N 1 9 'H.~f'.RISOtJ•, 1 HEN~Y't 
I H"' \-./ p D. ' I HU ·~3 CL o: I' t J 1) h I ' I low:.. I ' I J.t\C KSO"-~ ' , 1 Ji=.~ p ER (' t JEFF tR ~QN' ' 
'JCH:-·~~-OtJ•, 'J)~ES 1 , 'Kf:GKUK't 1 K0$~UTH•, 'LtE•,•1...!t.:~·· ,•tcu1st•,•1 uc~s·, 
I l y C'\ I ' ' :-1f. Cl s r: NI t I H.~H>\S Kt. , • IJ,.t,.P, I CN I ' I ~~RS HAL l 1 ' I MI l L s I ' • ,.. ITCH ELL. t 
'-"'J.~~CN~ •, l_',![1"~\f.Ct:•, ·1~JNiG(MZrtv•,•t-1USC-~J!NE '?'(' •gnt!:=f\''• •OS:CF.OLt•, 
• P ,!.Ge 1 ; •PALO :\Lr o •, •Pt YHCU'!'H •, 1 PtiC t-HONTAS •, • PC'tK •, •POTT i. t,.,ATTi_ ,.~I e• , 
I PO...-~SH!;;K I' I RI r~GGCLD 1 '.~AC. t I sci:rr~· t t. Sl-lEtev It. SIUUX f' •STORY'' 
1 Tl~t·, 'TAYLGRt,•UNI~N•,•vAN BUREN'i'WAPELLc•,•wtRRtN•, 
'"' SHl r-.Grr:N', • w:~y"J E •, • w =-es f ER•,_• w I NNEBAGO •, • wr NNESHI EK•, •woooau-Rv•, 
I WO!l. TH. ' I w ?. ! t;H'T I ) ; 
CCl (njP_COST_Y~1DIR_cnsT_!IFElF!XED PEC (9) lN!T [Q); 
DCL 1-ru-;-_01o_co~:-_CTv_v~,rCY_D!R_CQST_CTY_L!FEIFIXED DEC(<;) 
!NIT !Ol; 
DC!. CfJ!ST_C.JSl._YR,ClST_CoST_!..!FElF!XEO DEC l~l !N!Ttol; 
DCL ts·;_:::rr_cosY_Y:\?STr:..'(E_ccsr_LIFE)FlXEO DEC (ll') !r..Jli(O); 
OCL (,'""_H_(Yy_y:;._,M_r_CTY_L!FE}F!X'::D DEC (9) lNii (0); 
DCt. (U_H_rtsT_Y~,M_H_orsr_tlFE>FIXfO DEC (9) lNIT (Q); 
OCL {"'1._H_~-·.-_y:·?~_H_$T_LlF'.'.:lFlXED DEC (9) IN!T (0); 
DC!.. (VEH_r·rv,V'.:H_D!ST,VEH_STATE)f!XED DEC (l('t) !NlT {0); 
DCL I CTY _CPM_ n, CTY_CP'<_L ! FE1DIST _CPM_YR,Dl ST_CPM_LI FE,ST_CPll_YR, 
ST_CPM_LIFElF!XED DEC !6131 INIT IOI: 
DCL (11T_CCll"HY F !XED DEC 13); 
DC\. CLD_D!S:Rl".T FIXED DEC (21; 
DCL CLO_ECUIP_CLASS FIXED CEC 121; 
OCL l TGC'-.YS_DHE, 
2 C_YEtt_Q. 
2 C_~CN_OAY 
DCL c_v F'XED CEC (2); 
OCl Pf ST_YEAR FIXEC CEC l4); 
TOCAYS_DJ7E = OAlE; 
c_v s C_YE.~R; 
PAST_YEtR = 1900 + c_v - 1; 
ON EMDF!U'!UEMF) GO TO DONE; 
ON ENDPAGE!0UTl BEGIN; 
PLT Fll_EtOUTl PAGE; 
CHARI 2lt 
CHAR14); 
PUT FILEIQU"fl SKlPt21 EDITl'D!RECY QPERATHG cosrS 1 )(COL(56l,AI; 
PUT FlLE!OUTI SK!Pt2l FD!T!'COST PEP ~!LE GR HGUR BY EQUIPMENT•, 
' CLASS, O!ST~!C"'f, .~r..D COUNTY' J(C0Ll35l,J.,P); 
PUT f!L(!CU".'I SK!P(2l EDITl'COUNTY•,PAST_YEA?,'LIFE't'PIECES OF'I 
ICQI. I 23 I oA1COLl43I•F141,COL !5311A1COL1601 1 A I; 
PUT FllEtOU!) SKIP EDIT! •cooe•,•NA~E·,•CP~/CPH•,•CPM/CPH•, 
•EQUI PM'.:NT•-) 
El>;O; 
!COL t 20 l, A, COLI 28) ,A,COL 1411 tArC OL( 5 ll 9 A1COI.. l60lr Al ; 
OP•N FILE(QUT) PAGESIZE(60l LINESIZE!1321 ourPuT; 







fQClS~~: PROC CPY!ON$(MAl'<); 




















55 l l 
56 l l 
57 l l 
Se l l 
59 1 l 
60 1 1 
61 1 l 
62 l l 
63 l l 
64 l l 
6~ 1- 1 
66 l l 
67 l l 
68 l l 
6~ l l 
70 1 1 
71 1 
72 l 
73 1 1 
74 l l 
S!G'n E'CNGE (CUT I; 
REPSAT: PEtJ Fl EIU~•F) !NTC!ECU!P_"STR_FILEI; 
IF EQU!P_io:S{~_ T.LEoCLf..'.;$_CCDE = 0 
T~E~ GC TQ p DEA~; 
PUT F!LECrU!) $K.TP(2J ED!"i'C•EQ!J!PtJEN'" CLP.SS - 'tCLA~S-CESCl 
(((L( 11 J,~ 7 ! f20)}; 
PUl FJLE!~UTI 5KIP!21 EOIT!'DISTR!CT '1C!STR!CT_NOI 
!COL I 14 Id, FI 2 l I: 
LOC-P: ~·_H_(':"Y_YR: =- !-'_h_C":'Y_YR. + '-'ltES_H::::.S_YEAR; 
M_H_f."i"Y_LIFE = "_Y_CiY_lifF + JJttES_HR:;_L!FE; 
OI'.{_CC'ST_Yf. = r;:1JfL_CCST_YEfR + LUBRICANTS_YEf..R +- Tlf:'ES_TUBES_YEAR +-
::xrE"J_Pt-~-;-S_v=t.~ + ANT!Ft<EEZE_YE.e_'.\. + PARTS_CCST_YEA!=< + 
LAB CR._ CO~ t_Y':.t-R; 
DIP_C0ST_1-~FE = FU!.:L_C2ST_t-IFE +- LUBR!CANTS_LIFE + 7If'.ES_TUBES_LIFE + 
Ex r:~·J_Pi".,'S-'.,. FE + r,:-.JT! FrtEEZE_LI FE + PAtt"rS_CCST_t I FE + 
Lf P(r_cc~T_L:FE; 
TCl_C!R_C•):';_c;v_v« = TOT_C!R_CCST_CTY_YR • CIR_COST_YR; 
T07 _C!R_CCST _c:v_c lrE = TOl_DlR_COST_CTY_LIFE + DIR_COST_L IFE; 
VEH_(·,·y = VEH_t:;'"Y • ! i 
0LC_CC-UN1Y = C')Ur-..TY_"IJ; 
01.C_C!STR!CT = DlSTRlCT_NO; 
0LD_EOU!P_CLAS$ = CLASS_COCE; 
READ FltE(lJ:;PFI !OHO !l'OU!P_MSTR_FILEl; 
IF !OLO_CC:J'JTY ~= C0llNfY_NCI I 
IOLD_ECUIP_rt.~SS < CUSS_CODEI 
Tt-EN DC: 
IF M_H_C:Y_y~ ~= 0 
THf:"J CTV_CP""_YR"" TCT_OIR._COST_CTV_YR/M_H_CTV_YR; 
Et~E crv_CP"'_Ytt ,.. o; 
IF ~_H_(TY~LIFE ~= Q 
THEN crv_CP'<_L!FE = TOT_O!R_COST_CTY_LIFE/M_H_CTY_LIFE; 
El~E ClY_CPµ_L!FE = n; 
c~s7_C0'1._Y'.'.l = Dl!o:Y_CO~"f_YR + TD'!_CIR_co~r_crv_vR; 
DI sr_cosr_UF!' = c1sr _crsi-_1.IFE • rr.r_cIR_cosr_crv_LIFE; 
TOT_OlR_C1s1_CTY_YR,IOT_CIR_COST_CiY_ltFE = o; 
M_H_nrsT_YR = ~_H_O!ST_Y~ + M_H_CiY_YR; 
,._ .. _DI ST_L!Fi: = ~-H_oxsr_LIFE • l'_H_CTY_L IFE; 
!14_ri_c·rv_v~,~-H_t:iY_t.!FE = -o; 
VEH_nrs·r = V~H_D!ST • VEl-_CTY; 
PlJT F!LE!JU"fl SKIP EDITICLD_COUNTY 1CNTY_NA•ESIOLO_CDUNTYl 1 
CTY_CP~_YR,CTY_CPM_LIFE,v:H_CTYI 
(cot ( 20). F ( 31,CuLI 251,A,COL (42). F 1613,-21,COLI52) ,F (6,3,-2 It 
C0!.1631,Fl211; 
VEH_CTY = O; 
END; 
IF ICLD_D!SiRICT ~= DlSTRICT_NOl I IOUl_EQUIP_CLASS < CLASS_CODEI 
THEN DO: 
IF M_H_OIST_YR ~a 0 







E"1JL:LSU1t1: PKOC CPT!ONSC:i.tAI."lll t 
ST ~T LEvEL NBT 
7: l l 
76 l l 
77 l l 
78 l l 
79 l l 
30 l l 
81 l l 
02 l l 
83 l l 
€4 l l 
85 l l 
$6 l l 
67 1 l 
88 l l 
89 l l 
90 l 1 
g l ! 
92 l 
93 l l 
94 1 l 
95 l l 
96 l l 
97 l l 
98 l l 
9 <; l l 
luO l l 
10 l 1 l 
102 l l 
10 3 l 1 
104 l l 
105 l 1 
10~ l 
107 1 
:.o e l 
109 l 
l; 0 1 
l l l l 
112 l 






El~~ or~7_ D~-v~ = o; 
IF ,.._~_c:.;T_ 1_!F -.: 0 
T~c~~ o~:;y_ ? 1-l_l!FE ;:: DIST_CCST_L!FE/~_H_DlST_LIFE; 
~LS~ DIST_ ?Y_LIFE =: J; 
STATE_CCST_Y1 = STATE_COST_YP + DlST_COST_YR; 
STtTE_cas·;_LJFE = ST~TE_ccs,·_uFE + DIST_COST_L!FE; 
DIST_c~s·~_vR,DIS1_CO~T_LlFE = o; 
""_H_ST_ y-::. = ':!_H_ST_Y".{ + .... _H_OIS'i _YP; 
M_H_sr_L!FE = "-H_ST_L!FE + •_H_DIST_LIFE; 
M_H_C!ST_YRr'-\_H_Q!ST_LIFE = O; 
\IEH_~Tt.-;=. = VEH_S.Tt.";"[ + 'vfH_C:ISY; 
PUT Fllc( JUT! SKlP EDIT( 'AVERAGE FOR D!STR!CT •,OLD_O!STRICT, 
QIS:_cpe_yR,D!ST_CP•_LlFE,VEH_DISTl 
( C ~·- ( 17 l , A, F ( 2) , COLI 4 2 l , F ( 6 t 3 ,-2 l t CCU 52 l t F ( 6, 3 ,-2 l , CCI_ ( 62 ) t 
F13ll; 
\JEH_DI Si = 0: 
IF OlD_r:QUIP_CLASS = l':l.ASS_CODE 
El\O: 
THEN PU7 F!LECOU7l SK!P(2) EDIT!'CISTRICT 'tDISTR!Ci_NOI 
tCQLll4ltA 0 F(2)); 
!F CLO_FCUIP_Ct~S) < CLASS_CODE 
T>-EN DO; 
IF ~_H_ST_YR ,= 0 
TH:'~ SfJFM_YR. s-rne_cosT_YR/M_H_ST_YR; 
El.S~ ST_CP~_YR = O; 
IF __ H_ST_L!F<; ,= (l 
TrF'l ST_<:PM_L!FE • HATE_COST_LIFE/M_t-_ST_LIFE; 
EL$E ST_CPM_LIFF = O; 
STA7E_crsr_v~,STA7E_COSl_LIF~ = O; 
1-'_H_ST_YF,M_r_sT_LIFr: = o; 
Pu: FILEtOUil $K!?t2} ED!T('AVEPAGE COST FCR SiA7E'tST_CP~_YRt 
ST _c D "-u FE. VEH_STt.H I !COLI 141,A, COL (42 lt F( 6, 3, -2 i. COL(521 t 
F(6, 3,-2l,C0l (61) ,F!4l l; 
'YEH_STATF. = O; 
PUT FILE(fJUTl SK!Pl2> EDITl'EQUIPMENT CLASS - •,CLASS_CESCI 
t CO!_ ! l l >, ~, t ( 20 l l ; 
PlT F!LE!OUT) SK!PC2) EDIT!•OISTR!CT 'tD!STRICT_NOI 
(COL ( 14 lt At F ( 2 l l; 
~NO; 
GG TG LC'OP; 
DO~E: IF •_H_CTY_YP ,= 0 
!HEN CTY_CPM_yo = ror_olR_CCST_CTY_YR/"-H_CTY_YR; 
ELSE CTY_CPM_YR = O; 
IF ~_H_C1Y_LIF1: .,: 0 
TH[N crv_r.P~_LIFE = TOT_ClR_COST_CTY_LIFEl•_H_CiY_LlFE; 
ELSE CTv_CF•_L!FE = o; 
OViT_cos1_vR • ors·r_cosr_vl' + TOT_C!R_COST_CTY_YR; 
ots-r_coSY_LIFE = D!ST_COST_L!FE + TOT_OIR_COST_CTY_LIFE; 
M_H_CIST_YR • M_;._01sr_vR • M_H_CTY_YR-; 
M_H_DlST_LIFE = ~-H_Ol$T_LtFE + M_H_CTY_LIFE; 
vet-_CIST c VEH_OlST + VEH_CTY; 







, __ / 
EOCLSU•: PFOC CPT!nSC'<Al~l; 
s-n LnEL NEST 
11 <; l 
120 l 
121 l 
!2 2 l 
!.2; l 







i:; l l 
1?2 l 






Tl-1.:N QI~T_(P"4_Y." .. -=-01sr_cos-r_YP .. /M_H_Dl-ST_YR; 
ELSE crsr_cp·.i_vP = o; 
IF :.A_H_Dis·:_Lr:::;:: -.= J 
THEt! D!O:_C?'1_LIFE = D\S'i_COST_L !FE/,,_H_DIST_UFE; 
EL£~ CI~f_C?~_llFE = O; 
Si!\~t~_CQ~.._-_YR. = ST'-Tf_CCSi_YP. + DIST_COST_YR; 
ST1'.Tf_C0~i'_l!F5 = S":ATC:_CClST_LIFE + C:!ST_cnst_LIFE; 
t.t_t-_S"T_YR = t'_Y_S.,.._Y?. + M_r_ots_.r_YR; 
M_l-_S-T_l!F>: = "'_t-_S-T_LIFE + ~_H_'.)iST_LIFE; 
VEl-_~1~TE = VFH_STATE • ve~_DIST: 
IF M_H_S1_ y; -.= 0 
Tt--[N S-T_f.Pl-'_YR. = STA7E_CCST_YR/M_H_5T_YP.; 
ELSF ST_CPM_Y~ = O; 
tF ~_r_sr_1_~Ff ~= o 
T14£r; sr_ro~J_LJFE = STATE_cc~r_Ll FE/M_H_~r_LIFE; 
ELSF S~_co~_LIF~ = ~; 
PUT Flt f.(CllY)Si<.lP- EO~Ttf'LD_CCU'JTY 9 CNTY_MJ\"4fS(OlO_C£1UNTYl, 
CYY_C p:--1_ y~ ,C7Y _::'.:P""._l ! FE 9 VEH_C7Y l ( CfiL [ 2il) t F ( 3 )9 COL ( 25 ), ht 
COL (42 J, F(6, 3 1 -2l, Ci~L ( 52) ,F( 6,3,-2),CQL(b3),F{2}); 
PUT FlLECCUTl SKI? rcn ( •t.VERt.GE FO? D!STR!C"' •,OLD_DVilRIC1', 
DI ,T_CP,._Yo, DI $1' _CP><;._L! F f,VEH_D! ST l !COLI l 7 l, Ar F{2 l r CCL 142 lr 
F { 6, 3 9 -2 ) t CCI. { 52 l , Fl 6, 3 t - 2 J t COL C 6 2) 11 F ( 3 l ) ; 
PUT FILE!O~{l SKIPC2l EDITl'AVEPAGE COST FOR STATE',ST_CPM_YR, 
ST _CPM_L!F Et VEH_STATEI ICOLl 141.A, COU42 >.FI 6,3,-2! ,CCL 1521 t 
Fl6r3r-2loCOLl611,Fl4l I; 








Listing of Program MFGAGE 
~1:1uce: P•\OC CFT!ONS (~A!N) ; 

















T~!S PFQGFAH LIS~$ FAST YEAR Jt!D LIFETI~E CPM/CPH 
AVERAGES FO.< VA'l!OUS EQUJP«F.NT AGE GRCUPI~GS BY ECUIPMENT 





I• THI~ P"'}GP~v IS CNE OF EIGHT CCMPUTER PROGRAMS WH!Cf- FORM *I 
I* THE "CC!~PL'fER B~SEO INFD~~A1ICN SYSTEM FOR COUNTY EQUIPMENT */ 
I* CCST RECORCS 1•g */ 







CCLLEGE OF E~GINEERING 
THE UNIVERSITY OF !GWA 
lCWA CITY, IOWA 
JULY 1975 
CCL Uf~F FILE RECORD SEQUE~TIAL; 
DCL ~Fo; FILE; 
DCL OUT FILE PR! NT: 
I* DECLARE TrE STRUCTURE FOR THE EQUIP~ENT COST RECORDS. 








2 1-'·Il ES_HrS_ Y'=.!.R 















2 LA~O~_COS'T_Ll FE 
2 !ND!R2CT_COST_LIFE 
2 Cl AS~_DESC 
2 UNUSED_CATA_2 
2 FIUEI>. 
OCL ARRAY_ELMT FlXED OECl3l; 








P:C t 99<;<;9y99• t 
Pt:C'999V9<i', 
PIC•999SVS9 1 o 
PIC 1 99<i9V99•, 
PlC 1 999V99•, 




PlC 1 99999V99 1 , 
Ptc•9c:;o.;c;vs9•, 
P!C 1 9<JS9V'i9', 
Pl C • 99c;c;v~i;' t 
Pl c • 9c:;c;vc;c;•, 
PIC 1 99999V99 1 , 


















~FfAGE: PR~C CPT!CNS(YHNI: 









l 5 l 
l6 l 




2 l 1 
22 l ,, 
"' 
l 
2 4 l 
26 l 
2S l 
















DCL ,.,t-'-'fS (i''/'c l~3l; 
DCL Nr1_MFR F!XCO CEC(3) TNIT(2)1.)); 
DCL eFP_,:t•cS(•I CHf.:'(231 VA•Y!NG CJNTROLLEC; 
net ~!_YP-_v;:H(5t3) FIXED o=ctl0) IN!Y((l5) 01; 
DCL ccrs_Yi\_!.lcf(5,2l FlXFD DEC(lOI !NIT(llO) 01; 
DCL TOHtolS,21 F!XEC NC(o,31 !N!T((l0) 0); 
DCL CLO_EC~!P_CLASS FIXED CEC(21: 
OCL CL:_~F~_cco= FIXED OEC(3); 
CCL AGEt5l CHAQ(7) VARYING 
IN!'.!•(l-3•,•4-6 1 , 1 1-9•,•10-12•,•oveR 12•1; 
DCL TCDAYS_DATE (KtR(61: 
DCL C_Y:'~R SHhq !Zl DEFJNEC TOOAYS_DHE FOS(l!; 
DCL PViT_YE.~R F!XEC CEC!4l; 
TOCjY$_CA7E ~ CATE; 
P~Sl_YftR = 1900 + C_YfAR - l; 
OP ~ FllE!UE~FI INPUT: 
OP N F!t.E{~.,FR} !f\?i;T; 
CP ~ FT!.Et8llTI PAGESIZE(601 L!NESIZEll32l OUTPUT; 
ON ENDFILE(MfR) GO TO r~EXT; 
ON ENDFJLflUEMF} G~ YO OCNE; 
GET Fii E("i'Rl WIT(NC_~FRI !COL Ill, F(3ll; 
ALLCCATE ~F,_N~MEStO:NO_MHl; 
ON ENDPAGF (QtJT I e<:GIN; 
PUT FlLEWLITI P,\GE; 
PUT FILE!"UTI SKfP(Zl EDIT('OIPECT DPERATI•G COSTS' I 
tCC! {56),t); 
PUT F!t.EIJUll SKfP(2) EO!T('CCST PEP MILE CR HCUR sv•, 
1 (OUI P!.1ENr ct Ass, ,.,,.NuFAC7URE~, ANO, ~GE•• 
tCOLt341,t,l·I: 
PUT F!Le('JUTI $K!P(2l ED!T!'~ANUFACTURER',FAST_Yt:AR, 'LIFE'! 
!COL( 141,~,CQI (35l,F(4l,COL!45),AI; 
PUT FILE(3UT) SKIP EDli{'AGE 1 ,•CP1"/C?H 1 ,•CPM/CMH 1 ,•NUMBER•) 
(COL ( 23 Ir f,, COL( 33 l ,J ,COLI 43 ltAtCOLl 53 l, Al; 
ENO; 
SIGN~L ENDPAGE(O~Tl: 
I* PHO IN A L!ST OF TrE MANIJFACTURER NAMES. 
HEPE: GET FiLE{~FPl EOIT(AP.RAY_ELMi,NiMESl 
(COL ( l > 1 F ( 3) t t. ( 2 3) ) : 
~FR_N~MES (ARRi>.Y_ELMT l ~ NA~ES; 
GO TC HEPE; 
· t* RE,ID A RECORD FPOM THE MASTER FILE. 
NcXT: PEAD FILE!UE~Fl INTO IECUTP_MSTR_FILEI; 
IF cuss_cooE = o 
HEN GC -ro NEXT; 










"FRAGE: PROC CPTlC~SC~.\lNl; 




















c5 l l 
66 l 2 
67 l 3 
68 l 3 
69 l 3 
70 l 3 
71 1 2 
72 l l 
73 l l 
74 l 2 
75 l 2 
7C l 2 
77 l 2 
78 1 1 
79 l l 
80 l l 
81 1 
82 1 
CCClllllt!'. 9 A{20l>; 
LOOP: IF C_YEA' - YR_~FR <= 3 
Hn' l = l : 
ELSE IF C_YEAR - YR_~FR <= 6 
1rENI=2; 
ELSE !F C_YF~R - YR_MFR <= 9 
Tl-EN I = 3; 
ELSE IF C_YEAR - YR_MFR <= 12 
il-J::NI=4; 
::L Sf: I ::: 5; 
Ml_l-R_VEH(!, 3l 
Ml_HR_VErll 9 l) 
'"1 l _H~-VE H ( ! 9 2) 
~l_HR_VEH<I13t + l; 
= M1_r.?_VSH(lrl l + MILF.S_H~S_YEAR; 
~!_HR_VEHllt2l + •ILES_HRS_lIFE; 
COSIS_v~_L:TF!:=l ! 9 l l =- C8STS_ YP._L!FE( ! 1 ll + FIJEt._COST_ YE.4R + 
LU2F1Ct<t:!$_Y::ft.R + 7!C?E$_)iJBES_YE~R + EXPEN_PPP.TS_VEA_R + 
.l\~:·crF,~flE_Y~;.f<- + P . :.?.T!'_cosr_v:::t.R. + LASOP_CCST_YE.~.R; 
COSTS_YP_l!FEl!,2l = CGSTS_YR_L!FEll,21 + FUEL_COSY_LlFE + 
LUBR!C.'NTS_L!FE + Tlf\ES_)UBES_LIFE + EXPH_PARTS_LIFE + 
ANTJF;:EEZE_L!FE • PA".T~_cosT_LlFE + LABOR_coST_l.!FE; 
OlD_ECUIP_CLASS ; CLASS_COCE; 
OLC_MFk_CCOE ~ MF~_COOE; 
I* REtO A ~ECO~O FROM THE MASiER FILE. 
READ F!LElUEMF l INoO lEQUIP_MSTR_FILEH 
IF!CLO_MFP_CCD~ ~= Mfq_CODEl I 
IOLD_ECllIP_C•_ASS < CLASS_CODEI 
Tl-'EN 00; 
CC I • 1 T 0 5; 
DC J = l TO 2; 
IF MI_H~_VEHllrJ) ~= 0 
-:-, 
THEN TnTALSIIvJl z COSTS_YR_LIFEIItJl/MI_HR_VEl-II,JI; 
ELSE TOTALSlltJl = O; 
ENC; 
Ef\D; 
PUT F!LF.!OIJY) ~K!P(2l EDlT(MFR_NAME~lOLD_MFR_CODEll 
<CCL l14l, Al; 
CO I u l TC 5; 
ENO; 
IF M!_H~_VErllr31 > 0 
THEN PLT FttElCUTI EDlTIAGE!Ilt 
l'~OTf.LSlltJl DC J • l TO 2>, M!_HR_VEHl!,3ll 
IC.CL ( 23),A, COL 134 l, Ft 6 9 3 ltCOL< 44), Fl 6, 3l ,COL I 52), Fl 411; 
ELSE; 
tJl_HR_VEH = 0; 
COSTS_YP._UFE z O; 
E~O; 








~FRAGE: P~CC CPTICNS(4AlN); 















































PUT FILEt·1LTl SK!Pl2l ECIT!'EQUlP~ENT CLASS - '• 
CL J\SS_D': SC I (CCU l l l ,A,t.< 2:) l I; 
El'\ Ci 
GO TC U'OP; 
DONE: DO ! = l TO 5: 
DO J = l TO 2; 
!F ~l-~R_VEH(!,Jl ~= 0 
Er; c; 
E~C; 
lhFN T07ALSl!,Jl = COSTS_YR_LlFElI,Jl/l!l_HR_VEHlitJl; 
Et SE 10TAL5 lI ,Jl = Q; 
PUT FllEIOU'l SK!Pt21 EDITl~FR_NAMEStOLD_MFR_CCDEll 
tCGLll4), A I; 
DO I = l YO 5; 
IF ~l_HP_VEHll,31 > 0 
ENC; 
TrEN PUT FILE lOUT l SKIP EDIT (;GEi I It 











Listing of Program UPDATE 
UHF: FROC OPT!CNS!MA!NI; 



















TH1; PRC<GRA" UPNTE~ THE "OU!PMENT "\ASTER FILE BY REMOVING 




I* T!-i_IS PRJG::'o\_'-l IS ONE OF EIGHT CQ"1PUTER PROGRAMS ~H!CI-! FOR-~ *-/ 
/• THE "CCMPUfER oloSED !NFORHAT!Otl SYSTEM FOR COUNTY ECU!PMENT */ 










COL.LEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Tb~ U~IVERSITY OF !CWA 
1;;w,\ :I-:v, IOWA 
JULY 1975 
DECLARE T~E STRUCTUPE FOR THE,EOU!PME~T COST RECORDS. 
DECLARE C'LD~ST Fil.E RECORD SEQUENTIAL, 
1 UPC-TED_E0_~51?_FILE, 
2 Cf"!!!"-:!Y_r-~u~~SER 
2 DI~ ff:. !Cl_Nl)l-'S.CR 
2 E0V!P~~~!!_NUMBER 
2 Cl A'.'S_COOE 
2 l'THEP._TtiFOl 
2 l ! F !:_ "1_H 
2 FUEL_SC'ST 
2 LU9_C 1)'5"i 














2 f'liHER_l f>JF'13 
DECLARE LETTE~; FIXED DEC!5l; 
P~C •9-s9• t 
CHAR(2), 
CH/'1P ( ~ J t 
r11ARC2lt 


















DgLt.n~ NFw~ST FILE REC'.\P.D SEOUE~T!.~L; 
DECI ARF Tr•YAL_D!R=cr_cosr R!C'999999999• !NIHO!; 
DECLARF CPM F!XfD DEC!5,3); 






IN IT { 'ft DA I R. ' • AD.l ~s I ' • At. LAl'l.b.K EE. t • p.p.p ANClOS E. ' 'l.U DU BON' 9 • eEN"!'O NI t 
'BLACK f-IAWK•, •e.:JGNE•, 1 BREMER•,•auCHANA.N•, 'Bl!ENA V!S!A• ,•euTLER'' 
•CALHOUh'r 1 CARR~~L·,•cASS't'C~OAR•,•CERRO GORDO•, 'CHEROKEE•, 






U•F: FROC OPTTCKS!MA'~I: 






• c_e. v: s. ' I DEC .... r LI~. ' f t o:L:. A" ~c '' • DF ~' M'J ! N ES' t ID-! CK I ~J S('tcl f' t D L p, UQU Et ' 
• EMl-l-E~ •, • F.~v~,..~-r: •, •FLCYD • v 1 FRA~~KLlN' 9 • FRE Mcr.;-r•, • GJ~F.ft:E •, 1 GRu·~ov •, 
'GU"iHF.lf't 'H\"'l 1.'"CN'1 'H.\f\C'1CK 1 t 'H~KO!N•f 'HAl=?.l$0f'i' , 1 HEt\R'Y't 
1 HCW.if'J'' I H1J ... SCi_G•t 1 ' I I CA' t I l(IW~ I 'i. JJ\CKS•Jtl I' I JASPE!'.< I' 'J EFFER~C'N'' 
'J (.HUSO'.·: 1 , I Jl~.JF5 I' 'KE~}K.UK t' 'KO'.,;SUTH'' 'l.EC I' I lINM•' 1 l cul';~.' •t.UC?S t' 
'l vc:-.: 1 , • M>CISf fl..:'••~~ HASK~.·, 'M/'RI ON•, 'M/RSH.~-LL', • ""'!Ll s•, • "'l'!CHELL •, 
• ~or~r·~~t\ • , • MJ··~r CE •, • ·~:·N"'.' Ge MER v • , • Musc:1 r INE • , • c • •BP. t EN •, • r.s c EGL.&. 1 , 
• Pf.G:: •, 1 P:\LD !\L ~ o•, •PL v~curH•, • P~ct.h'JN7A!.'. •, • PCLK •, • PCTT.P.wATTAMI e•, 
• ?C~ Es t4 ! f K • , 1 RI ~GGCL o • , •~AC•, • sc o:r •, • SHi::: LB v • $' • s I ou x •, • s10Rv• , 
·~I!-.\~ It•:, ..... YL f"l!1, t t I UN! !;NI'. V.'.N BUR EN•' I WA?ELLC I' 'WA!\R!;N' t 
1 h:t Sltl f\GT CN' t 1 W ~ Y!-1 E •-, 1 W EeSTER t, •WINNEBAGO' t 1 WINNE SHI EK' t 'WOODBURY' t 
1 ~0RTH 1 9 •~~!~HT' ); 
OECLAOE D!SP_METH CHAR(6) \IA?. ; 
DEClt?f ~Ew_CCUNTY P!C'999' TN!T(Ol; 
OPEN F!LE!DLDMSTl -INPUT; 
OPEN FILE tNEwMST I OUTPUT; 







U-~F: PROC GPT!ONS(~A!Nl; 































PEVi A REcnqo F~N• ":"HE ~ASiER FILE, Al\D CHECK TO SEE IF IT 
IS FLAGGEC FOP DELETICN. 
NEXT: FUC FILEICL0°STl INTO IUPCAT ED_EO_MSTR_FILEl; 
IF DISPDSAL_~ETHCO ; ' ' 
Tt-EN on; 
1 "I'"E Fll!O(N~W~3il FROM tuPCATED_EO_MSTR_FILE); 












Els~ IF or~POSAL_~EYHJn = 'T' THSN DlSP'_METH = 'TRADED•; 
ELSE lF 0!5P'1S.t:L_M:::TH10 = 'J' rHEN OtSP_MEiH = 
ELSE D!SP_'"':=iH = •$CLD 1 ; 
l F f\:EW_COl:'lTY -.-== ':GUNTY _t~U"'BER 
Tf-EN DC; 
LETTE"S = LE~GTH!CGUtJ'Y_M"!O!COUNTY_t<UMSERll; 
PUi ?/GE; ;. 
'JUNKED•; 
PUT SKIP COITCCCUNYY_~A"'E(Ct!JNIY_NUM8ER>t' COUNTY' I 
(CC"-!_ ( { 125-!...:::TTE'.>.$ l /2 J 9.!.tAl; 
PUT $KlP(2) €01-rt•Lrsr OF EQlJiPMENT DISPOSED OF IN 19 1 ,YEAR) 
(CC'L(47l,A,A); 
PUT SK!P!Zl (;DH!,.IOH-L TOTAL' I (CQL!30l,Al; 
PUT SKID EDIT(• EQUIPMENT MILES/ DIPECT 
• 0 IS PfJ S."~L C'C $ P'.J 3i\ l ' t 'Lt f E' ) <A,,\ t X ( 6) , 1' ) ; 
PUT $KIP E0!7( • NUM'JER MAKE & MODEL ~OU?.S COSTS 
DA.TE ~ETH DD', •c P~/CPH') (A, A, X 15 ),Al; 
PUT SK!P<ll: 
N[W_CClL1NTV = CCUNTY_NUMBER; 
ENO; 
TOltL_D!RECT_COST ; FUFL_CCST + LUB_COST • T!PES_TUSES_COST + 
t.:xP_PAP.';S_CO$T + ANT!FREl.:ZE_ccsr + PARi_CO.ST + LJ.SCR_COSY; 
lF LIF!=_M_H ....,=I} 
THEN CPM = Torn_DlkECT_COST/(lOO*LIFE_'l_H); 
ELSE CPM ; O; 
PUT SKIP EDlT< EQUIPMENT_NU~SER,MAKE_MOOEL_DESCRlPTION1LIFE_M_H, 
T0iAL_CIReCT_CGST,~ON!H 1 '-'•DAY,•-•,YEAR1 DISP_METH,CPMl 
tC8Ll3l,A,X(2l,A,X<211F!7,0),X{2l,F(9,2,-2loXl3ltAtAtAtAtAt 
X!71,A,X(b),F(6,3)); 
GO TO NEXT; 
DONE: END UMF; 
•• 
•• 
*I 
*I 
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